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Let X = [X/G] be a smooth Deligne–Mumford quotient stack. In a previ-
ous paper we constructed a class of exotic products called inertial products on
K (IX ), the Grothendieck group of vector bundles on the inertia stack IX . In
this paper we develop a theory of Chern classes and compatible power operations
for inertial products. When G is diagonalizable these give rise to an augmented
λ-ring structure on inertial K-theory.

One well-known inertial product is the virtual product. Our results show that
for toric Deligne–Mumford stacks there is a λ-ring structure on inertial K-theory.
As an example, we compute the λ-ring structure on the virtual K-theory of the
weighted projective lines P(1, 2) and P(1, 3). We prove that, after tensoring
with C, the augmentation completion of this λ-ring is isomorphic as a λ-ring
to the classical K-theory of the crepant resolutions of singularities of the coarse
moduli spaces of the cotangent bundles T∗P(1, 2) and T∗P(1, 3), respectively.
We interpret this as a manifestation of mirror symmetry in the spirit of the hyper-
Kähler resolution conjecture.

1. Introduction

The work of Chen and Ruan [2002], Fantechi and Göttsche [2003], and Abramovich,
Graber, and Vistoli [Abramovich et al. 2002; 2008] defined orbifold products
for the cohomology, Chow groups and K-theory of the inertia stack IX of a
smooth Deligne–Mumford stack X . Moreover, there is an orbifold Chern character
Ch : K (IX )→ A∗(IX )Q which respects these products [Jarvis et al. 2007]. In
[Edidin et al. 2016] we showed that the orbifold product and Chern character fit
into a more general formalism of inertial products, which are discussed below.

In this paper, we are motivated by mirror symmetry to find examples of elements
in orbifold and inertial algebraic K-theory that play a role analogous to classes
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of vector bundles in the ordinary algebraic K-theory. Each such element should
possess orbifold Euler classes analogous to the classically defined classes λ−1(E∗)
and cr (E) for vector bundles of rank r . This leads us to introduce the notions of
an orbifold λ-ring and associated Adams (or power) operations which are suitably
compatible with orbifold Chern classes, as we now explain.

Let K (X ) be the Grothendieck group of locally free sheaves on X with multi-
plication given by the ordinary tensor product. By definition, K (X ) is generated
by classes of vector bundles and each such class possesses an Euler class. In
the context of mirror symmetry we may be given a ring K which is conjectured
to be the ordinary K-theory of some unknown variety. From the ring structure
alone there is no way to solve the problem of identifying the elements of K which
correspond to Chern classes of vector bundles on this unknown variety. However,
a partial solution arises from observing that ordinary K-theory has the additional
structure of a λ-ring. Every λ-ring has an associated invariant — the semigroup
of λ-positive elements (Definition 6.11), which share many of the properties of
classes of vector bundles in ordinary K-theory. In particular, λ-positive elements
have Euler classes defined in terms of the λ-ring structure. In the case of ordinary
K-theory of a scheme or stack, classes of vector bundles are always λ-positive, but
there are other λ-positive classes as well.

Endowing the orbifold K-theory ring with the structure of a λ-ring with respect to
its orbifold product allows one to identify its semigroup of λ-positive elements. Fur-
thermore, defining suitably compatible orbifold Chern classes, should give these
λ-positive elements orbifold Euler classes in orbifold K-theory, orbifold Chow the-
ory, and orbifold cohomology theory. These λ-positive elements can be regarded
as building blocks of orbifold K-theory.

We prove the following results about smooth quotient stacks X = [X/G] where
G is a linear algebraic group acting with finite stabilizer on a smooth variety X .

Main results. (a) Suppose X is Gorenstein, then there is an orbifold Chern class
homomorphism ct : K (IX )→ A∗(IX )Q[[t]] (see Definition 5.1 and Theorem 5.18).

(b) Suppose X is strongly Gorenstein (see Definition 2.29); then there are Adams
ψ-operations and λ-operations defined on K (IX ) and K (IX )Q compatible with
the Chern class homomorphism (see Definitions 5.4 and 5.7 and Theorem 5.18).

(c) Suppose G is diagonalizable and X is strongly Gorenstein; then the Adams
and λ-operations make K (IX )Q := K (IX )⊗Q with its orbifold product into a
rationally augmented λ-ring (see Theorem 5.23).

(d) Suppose the orbifold X is strongly Gorenstein; then there is an inertial dual
operation F →F † on K (X ) which is an involution and a ring homomorphism
and which commutes with the orbifold Adams operations and the orbifold augmen-
tation (see Theorem 6.4).
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Our method of proof is based on developing properties of inertial pairs defined
in [Edidin et al. 2016]. An inertial pair (R,S ) consists of a vector bundle R on the
double inertia stack I 2X together with a class S ∈ K (X )Q, where R and S sat-
isfy certain compatibility conditions. The bundle R determines associative inertial
products on K (IX ) and A∗(IX ), and the class S determines a Chern character
homomorphism of inertial rings Ch : K (IX )→ A∗(IX )Q.

The basic example of an inertial pair (R,S ) is the orbifold obstruction bundle R

and the class S defined in [Jarvis et al. 2007]. This pair corresponds to the usual
orbifold product. However, this is far from being the only example. Each vector
bundle V on X determines two inertial pairs, (R+V,S +V ) and (R−V,S −V ).
For example, if we denote the tangent bundle of X by T, then the inertial pair
(R−T,S −T) produces the virtual orbifold product of [González et al. 2007].

We prove that the main results listed above hold for many inertial pairs. As a
corollary, we obtain the following:

Corollary. (a) The virtual orbifold product on K (IX ) admits a Chern series
homomorphism c̃t : K (IX )→ A∗(IX )Q[[t]] as well as compatible Adams
ψ-operations and λ-operations on K (IX )Q.

(b) If X = [X/G] with G diagonalizable, then the virtual orbifold λ-operations
make K (IX )Q with its orbifold product into a rationally augmented λ-ring
with a compatible inertial dual.

Whenever an inertial K-theory ring has a λ-ring structure compatible with its
inertial Chern classes and inertial Chern character, then its semigroup of λ-positive
elements will have an inertial Euler class in K, Chow, and cohomology theory
(see (6.23)), but where all products, rank, Chern classes, and the Chern character
are the inertial ones. Furthermore, in many cases, the semigroup of λ-positive
elements in inertial K-theory can be used to give a nice presentation of both the
inertial K-theory ring and inertial Chow ring.

A major motivation for the work in this paper is mirror symmetry. Beginning
with the work of Ruan, a series of conjectures have been made that relate the
orbifold quantum cohomology and Gromov–Witten theory of a Gorenstein orb-
ifold to the corresponding quantum cohomology and Gromov–Witten theory of a
crepant resolution of singularities of the orbifold [Coates and Ruan 2013]. When
the orbifold also has a holomorphic symplectic structure, these conjectures predict
that the orbifold cohomology ring should be isomorphic to the usual cohomology
of a crepant resolution. In the literature this conjecture is often referred to as
Ruan’s hyper-Kähler resolution conjecture (HKRC), because in many examples
the holomorphic symplectic structure is in fact hyper-Kähler.

In view of Ruan’s HKRC conjecture, it is natural to investigate whether there
is an orbifold λ-ring structure on orbifold K-theory that is isomorphic to the usual
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λ-ring structure on K (Z). One place to look is on the cotangent bundles of complex
manifolds and orbifolds. These naturally carry a holomorphic symplectic structure,
and in many cases these are hyper-Kähler. In [Edidin et al. 2016] we prove that,
if X = [X/G], then the virtual orbifold Chow ring of IX (as defined in [González
et al. 2007]) is isomorphic to the orbifold Chow ring of T ∗ IX . Since the inertial
pair defining the virtual orbifold product is strongly Gorenstein, we expect that
the λ-ring structure on K (IX ) should be related to the usual λ-ring structure
on K (Z).

When X is an orbifold, K (IX ) typically has larger rank as an abelian group
than the corresponding Chow group A∗(IX ), while K (Z) and A∗(Z) have the
same rank by the Riemann–Roch theorem for varieties. Thus, it is not reasonable
to expect an isomorphism of λ-rings between K (IX ) with the virtual product and
K (Z) with the tensor product.

But the Riemann–Roch theorem for Deligne–Mumford stacks implies that a
summand K̂ (IX )Q, corresponding to the completion at the classical augmenta-
tion ideal in K (IX )Q, is isomorphic as an abelian group to A∗(IX )Q. We prove
the remarkable result (Theorem 4.3) that, if (R,S ) is any inertial pair, then the
classical augmentation ideal in K (IX )Q and inertial augmentation ideal generate
the same topology on the abelian group K (IX ). It follows that the summand
K̂ (IX ) inherits any inertial λ-ring structure from K (IX ).

This allows us to formulate a λ-ring variant of the HKRC for orbifolds X =

[X/G] with G diagonalizable. Precisely, we expect there to be an isomorphism of
λ-rings (after tensoring with C) between K̂ (IX ) with its virtual orbifold product
and K (Z), where Z is a hyper-Kähler resolution of the cotangent bundle T∗X .

We conclude by proving this conjecture for the weighted projective line P(1, n)
for n = 2, 3. We also obtain an isomorphism (A∗(I P(1, n))C, ?virt) ∼= A∗(Z)C
of Chow rings commuting with the corresponding Chern characters. Furthermore,
we show that the semigroup of inertial λ-positive elements induces an exotic in-
tegral lattice structure on (K (I P(1, n))C, ?virt) and (A∗(I P(1, n))C, ?virt) which
corresponds to the ordinary integral lattice in K (Z)C and A∗(Z)C, respectively.

Finally, our analysis suggests the following interesting question:

Question 1.1. Is there a category associated to the crepant resolution Z whose
Grothendieck group (with C-coefficients) is isomorphic as a λ-ring to the virtual
orbifold K-theory (K (IX )C, ?virt) before completion at the augmentation ideal?

Remark 1.2. It has subsequently been shown [Kimura and Sweet 2013] that the
results (namely Propositions 7.59 and 7.64 and Theorem 7.69) in this paper for
the virtual K-theory of P(1, n) for n = 2, 3 generalize to all n. This verifies the
conjectured relationship between the virtual K-theory ring and the K-theory of the
crepant resolution Zn of T ∗P(1, n) for all n.
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Outline of the paper. We begin by briefly reviewing the results of [Edidin et al.
2010; 2016] on inertial pairs, inertial products, and inertial Chern characters.

We then briefly recall the classical λ-ring and ψ-ring structures in ordinary equi-
variant K-theory, including the Adams (power) operations, Bott classes, Grothen-
dieck’s γ -classes, and some relations among these and the Chern classes.

For Gorenstein inertial pairs we define a theory of Chern classes and, for strongly
Gorenstein inertial pairs, power (Adams) operations on inertial K-theory. Since
the inertial pair associated to the virtual product of [González et al. 2007] is al-
ways strongly Gorenstein, this produces Chern classes and power operations in
that theory.

We show that, for strongly Gorenstein inertial pairs, the inertial Chern classes
satisfy a relation like that for usual Chern classes, expressing the Chern classes in
terms of the orbifold ψ-operations and λ-operations. Finally we prove that, if G is
diagonalizable, the orbifold Adams operations are homomorphisms relative to the
inertial product. This shows that the virtual K-theory of a toric Deligne–Mumford
stack has ψ-ring and λ-ring structures. We also give an example to show that the
diagonalizability condition is necessary for obtaining a λ-ring structure.

We then develop the theory of λ-positive elements for a λ-ring and show that
λ-positive elements of degree d share many of the same properties as classes of
rank-d vector bundles; for example, they have a top Chern class in Chow theory
and an Euler class in K-theory. We also introduce the notion of an inertial dual,
which is needed to define the Euler class in inertial K-theory.

We conclude by working through some examples, including that of Bµ2 and the
virtual K-theory of the weighted projective lines P(1, 2) and P(1, 3).

The λ-positive elements, and especially the λ-line elements in the virtual theory,
allow us to give a simple presentation of the K-theory ring with the virtual product
and a simple description of the virtual first Chern classes. This allows us to prove
that the completion of this ring with respect to the augmentation ideal is isomorphic
as a λ-ring to the usual K-theory of the resolution of singularities of the cotangent
orbifolds T ∗P(1, 2) and T ∗P(1, 3), respectively.

2. Background material

To make this paper self-contained, we recall some background material from [Edidin
et al. 2010; 2016], but first we establish some notation and conventions.

Notation. We work entirely in the complex algebraic category. We will work
exclusively with a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack X with finite stabilizer, by
which we mean the inertia map IX → X is finite (see Definition 2.1 for the
formal definition and more detail). We will also assume that every stack X has
the resolution property. This means that every coherent sheaf is the quotient of
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a locally free sheaf. This assumption has two consequences. The first is that the
natural map K (X )→G(X ) is an isomorphism, where K (X ) is the Grothendieck
ring of vector bundles and G(X ) is the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves.
The second consequence is that X is a quotient stack [Totaro 2004]. This means
that X = [X/G], where G is a linear algebraic group acting on an affine scheme X .

If X is a smooth Deligne–Mumford stack, we will explicitly choose a presenta-
tion X = [X/G]. This allows us to identify the Grothendieck ring K (X ) with the
equivariant Grothendieck ring KG(X), and the Chow ring A∗(X ) with the equivari-
ant Chow ring A∗G(X). We will use the notation K (X ) and KG(X) (respectively
A∗(X ) and A∗G(X)) interchangeably.

Definition 2.1. Let G be an algebraic group acting on a scheme X . We define the
inertia scheme

IG X := {(g, x) | gx = x} ⊆ G× X.

There is an induced action of G on IG X given by g · (m, x)= (gmg−1, gx). The
quotient stack IX = [IG X/G] is the inertia stack of the quotient X := [X/G].

More generally, we define the higher inertia spaces to be the k-fold fiber products

I k
G X = IG X ×X · · · ×X IG X.

The quotient stack I kX := [I k
G X/G] is the corresponding higher inertia stack.

The composition µ : G×G→ G induces a composition µ : I 2
G X→ IG X . This

composition makes IG X into an X -group with identity section X → IG X given
by x 7→ (1, x). Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, the projection map ei : I 2

G X → IG X is
called the i -th evaluation map, since it corresponds to the evaluation morphism in
Gromov–Witten theory.

Definition 2.2. Let 9 ⊂ G be a conjugacy class. We define

I (9)= {(g, x) | gx = x, g ∈9} ⊂ G× X.

More generally, let 8 ⊂ Gl be a diagonal conjugacy class. We define I l(8) =

{(m1, . . . ,ml, x) | (m1, . . . ,ml) ∈8 and mi x = x for all i = 1, . . . , l}.

By definition, I (9) and I l(8) are G-invariant subsets of IG X and I l
G(X), re-

spectively. Since G acts with finite stabilizer on X , the conjugacy class I (9) is
empty unless 9 consists of elements of finite order. Likewise, I l(8) is empty
unless every l-tuple (m1, . . . ,ml) ∈ 8 generates a finite group. Since conjugacy
classes of elements of finite order are closed, I (9) and I l(8) are closed.

Proposition 2.3 [Edidin et al. 2010, Propositions 2.11 and 2.17]. The conjugacy
class I (9) is empty for all but finitely many 9, and each I (9) is a union of con-
nected components of IG X. Likewise, I l(8) is empty for all but finitely many
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diagonal conjugacy classes 8⊂ Gl , and each I l(8) is a union of connected com-
ponents of I l

G(X).

Definition 2.4. In the special case that 9 = (1) is the class of the identity element
1 ∈ G, the locus I ((1))= {(1, x) | x ∈ X} ⊂ IG X , often written X1, is canonically
identified with X . It is an open and closed subset of IG X , but is not necessarily
connected. We often call X1 the untwisted sector of IG X and the other loci I (9)
for 9 6= (1) the twisted sectors.

Similarly, the groups A∗G(X
1) and KG(X1) are summands of A∗G(IG X) and

KG(IG X), respectively, and each is called the untwisted sector of A∗G(IG X) or
KG(IG X), respectively. The summands of A∗G(IG X) and KG(IG X) corresponding
to the twisted sectors of IG X are also called twisted sectors.

Definition 2.5. If E is a G equivariant vector bundle on X , the element λ−1(E∗)=∑
∞

i=0(−1)i [3i E∗] ∈ KG(X) is called the K-theoretic Euler class of E . (Note that
this sum is finite.)

Likewise, we define the Chow-theoretic Euler class of E to be the element
ctop(E) ∈ A∗G(X), corresponding to the sum of the top Chern classes of E on each
connected component of [X/G] (see [Edidin and Graham 1998] for the definition
and properties of equivariant Chern classes). These definitions can be extended
to any nonnegative element by multiplicativity. It will be convenient to use the
symbol eu(F ) to denote both of these Euler classes for a nonnegative element
F ∈ KG(X).

Rank and augmentation homomorphisms. If [X/G] is connected, then the rank
of a vector bundle defines an augmentation homomorphism ε : KG(X)→ Z. If
we denote by 1 the class of the trivial bundle on X , then the decomposition of an
element x = ε(x)1+ (x − ε(x)1) gives a decomposition of KG(X) into a sum of
KG(X)-modules KG(X)=Z+ I , where I = ker(ε) is the augmentation ideal. From
this point of view, we can equivalently define the augmentation as the projection
endomorphism KG(X)→ KG(X) given by x 7→ rk(x)1, where rk is the usual
notion of rank for classes in equivariant K-theory.

Since we frequently work with a group G acting on a space X where the quotient
stack [X/G] is not connected, some care is required in the definition of the rank
of a vector bundle. Note that, for any X , the group A0

G(X) satisfies A0
G(X)= Zl ,

where l is the number of connected components of the quotient stack X = [X/G].
Since X has finite type, l is finite.

Definition 2.6. Any α ∈ KG(X) uniquely determines an element αU of K (U ) on
each connected component U of [X/G]. If we fix an ordering of the components,
then we define the rank of α to be the l-tuple in Zl

= A0
G(X) whose component

in the factor corresponding to a connected component U is the usual rank of αU .
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This agrees with the degree-zero part of the Chern character:

rk(α) := Ch0(α) ∈ A0
G(X)= Zl .

In this paper, where we study exotic λ and ψ-ring structures on equivariant
K-theory of KG(IG X), we will need to define corresponding exotic augmentations.
To facilitate their definitions we introduce the more general notion of an augmented
ring.

Definition 2.7 (compare [Cartan and Eilenberg 1956, p. 143]). An augmentation
homomorphism of a ring R is an endomorphism ε of R that is a projection, i.e.,
ε ◦ ε = ε. The kernel of ε is called the augmentation ideal of R. The ring R is said
to be a ring with augmentation.

Remark 2.8. In the language of [loc. cit.], the image of ε is called the augmen-
tation module. Our definition is more restrictive than that of [loc. cit.], since it
requires that R split as R = ε(R)+ I , where ε(R) is the augmentation module and
I is the augmentation ideal.

Note that all rings have two trivial augmentations coming from the identity and
zero homomorphisms. However, in our applications, ε will preserve unity in R.

We illustrate the use of this terminology by defining an augmentation homomor-
phism on KG(Y ) when [Y/G] is not necessarily connected.

Definition 2.9. In equivariant K-theory we define the augmentation homomor-
phism ε : KG(Y )→ KG(Y ) to be the map which, for each connected component
[U/G] of [Y/G], sends each F in KG(Y ) supported on U to the rank of F times
the structure sheaf OU :

ε(F |U ) := Ch0(F |U )OU .

Thus, for equivariant K-theory, the image of ε is isomorphic as a ring to Z⊕l ,
where l is the number of connected components of [Y/G]. However, we will see
that this property need not hold for inertial K-theory.

Inertial products, Chern characters, and inertial pairs. We review here the re-
sults from [Edidin et al. 2016], defining a generalization of orbifold cohomology,
obstruction bundles, age grading, and stringy Chern character, by defining inertial
products on KG(IG X) and A∗G(IG X) using inertial pairs (R,S ), where R is a
G-equivariant vector bundle on I 2

G X and S ∈ KG(IG X)Q is a nonnegative class
satisfying certain compatibility properties.

For each such pair, there is also a rational grading on the total Chow group,
and a Chern character ring homomorphism. There are many inertial pairs, and
hence there are many associative inertial products on KG(IG X) and A∗G(IG X) with
rational gradings and Chern character ring homomorphisms. The orbifold products
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on K (IX ) and A∗(IX ) and the Chern character homomorphism of [Jarvis et al.
2007] are a special case, as is the virtual product of [González et al. 2007].

Definition 2.10. If R is a vector bundle on I 2
G X , we define products on A∗G(IG X)

(resp. KG(IG X)) via the formula

x ?R y := µ∗(e∗1x · e∗2 y · eu(R)) (2.11)

for x , y ∈ A∗G(IG X) (resp. KG(IG X)), where µ : I 2
G X→ IG X is the composition

map, and e1, e2 : I 2
G X→ IG X are the evaluation maps.

To define an inertial pair requires a little more notation from [Edidin et al. 2010],
which we recall here. Consider (m1,m2,m3) ∈ G3 such that m1m2m3 = 1, and
let 81,2,3 be the conjugacy class of (m1,m2,m3). Let 812,3 be the conjugacy
class of (m1m2,m3) and 81,23 the conjugacy class of (m1,m2m3). Let 8i, j be the
conjugacy class of the (mi ,m j ) with i < j . Finally, let 8i j be the conjugacy class
of mi m j , and let 8i be the conjugacy class of mi . There are composition maps
µ12,3 : I 3(81,2,3)→ I 2(812,3) and µ1,23 : I 3(81,2,3)→ I 2(81,23). The various
maps we have defined are related by the following Cartesian diagrams, where all
maps are local complete intersection morphisms:

I 3(81,2,3) I 2(81,2)

I 2(812,3) I (812)

µ12,3

e1,2

µ

e1

I 3(81,2,3) I 2(82,3)

I 2(81,23) I (823)

µ1,23

e2,3

µ

e1

(2.12)

Let E1,2 and E2,3 be the respective excess normal bundles of the two diagrams (2.12).

Definition 2.13. Given a nonnegative element S ∈ KG(IG X)Q and G-equivariant
vector bundle R on I 2

G X we say that (R,S ) is an inertial pair if the following
conditions hold:

(a) The identity
R = e∗1S + e∗2S −µ∗S + Tµ (2.14)

holds in KG(I 2
G X), where Tµ = T I 2

G X − µ∗(T IG X) is the relative tangent
bundle of µ.

(b) R|I 2(8) = 0 for every conjugacy class 8 ⊂ G × G such that e1(8) = 1 or
e2(8)= 1.

(c) i∗R =R, where i : I 2
G X→ I 2

G X is the isomorphism

i(m1,m2, x)= (m1m2m−1
1 ,m1, x).

(d) e∗1,2R +µ
∗

12,3R + E1,2 = e∗2,3R +µ
∗

1,23R + E2,3 for each triple m1,m2,m3

with m1m2m3 = 1.
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Proposition 2.15 [Edidin et al. 2010, §3]. If (R,S ) is an inertial pair, then the ?R

product is commutative and associative with identity 1X , where 1X is the identity
class in the untwisted sector A∗G(X

1) (respectively KG(X1)).

Proposition 2.16 [Edidin et al. 2016, Proposition 3.8]. If (R,S ) is an inertial
pair, then the map

C̃h : KG(IG X)Q→ A∗G(IG X)Q,

defined by C̃h(V )= Ch(V ) ·Td(−S ), is a ring homomorphism with respect to the
?R-inertial products on KG(IG X) and A∗G(IG X).

It is shown in [Edidin et al. 2016] that there are two inertial pairs for every
G-equivariant vector bundle on X . Most of our results in this paper apply to gen-
eral inertial pairs, but we have a special interest in the inertial pair associated to
the orbifold product of [Chen and Ruan 2004; Abramovich et al. 2002; Fantechi
and Göttsche 2003; Jarvis et al. 2007; Edidin et al. 2010] and in the inertial pair
associated to the virtual product of [González et al. 2007].

Definition 2.17. Let p : X→X be the quotient map, TX be the tangent bundle of
X , and T = p∗TX in KG(X). In [Edidin et al. 2010, Lemma 6.6] we proved that
T = TX − g, where g is the Lie algebra of G and TX is the tangent bundle on X .

Definition 2.18. The inertial pair associated to the orbifold product is given by the
element S = S (T) ∈ KG(IG X)Q, defined as follows. For any m ∈ G of finite
order r , the element S , when restricted to Xm

= {(x,m) | mx = x} ⊂ IG X , is

Sm :=

r−1∑
k=1

k
r

Tm,k, (2.19)

where Tm,k is the eigenbundle of T on which m acts as e2π ik/r . The first property
of inertial pairs (see Definition 2.13(a)) then gives an explicit formula for R:

R = e∗1S + e∗2S −µ∗S + Tµ.

Definition 2.20. The inertial pair associated to the virtual product is given by
S = N , where N is the quotient q∗TX/TIG X and q : IG X → X is the canonical
morphism, and

R = T|I 2
G X +TI 2

G X − e∗1TIG X − e∗2TIG X . (2.21)

Here T|I 2
G X is the pullback of the bundle T to I 2

G X via the natural map I 2
G X→ X

and TIG X (resp. TI 2
G X ) is the pullback to IG X (resp. I 2

G X ) of the tangent bundle to
IX = [IG X/G] (resp. the stack I 2X = [I 2

G X/G]).

Remark 2.22. By abuse of notation we will refer to the bundle N defined above
as the normal bundle to the morphism IG X→ I X .
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Remark 2.23. In [Edidin et al. 2016] we showed that the pairs for both the orbifold
product and the virtual orbifold product are indeed inertial pairs.

Definition 2.24. Given any nonnegative element S ∈ KG(IG X)Q, we define the
S-age on a component U of IG X corresponding to a connected component [U/G]
of [IG X/G] to be the rational rank of S on the component U :

ageS (U )= rk(S )U .

We define the S-degree of an element x ∈ A∗G(IG X) on such a component U of
IG X to be

degS x |U = deg x |U + ageS (U ),

where deg x is the degree with respect to the usual grading by codimension on
A∗G(IG X). Similarly, if F ∈ KG(IG X) is supported on U , then its S-degree is

degS F = ageS (U ) mod Z.

This yields a Q/Z-grading of the group KG(IG X).

Proposition 2.25 [Edidin et al. 2016, Proposition 3.11]. If (R,S ) is an iner-
tial pair, then the R-inertial products on A∗G(IG X) and KG(IG X) respect the
S-degrees. Furthermore, the inertial Chern character homomorphism

C̃h : KG(IG X)→ A∗G(IG X)

preserves the S-degree modulo Z.

Definition 2.26. Let A{q}G (IG X) be the subspace in A∗G(IG X) of elements with an
S-degree of q ∈Ql , where l is the number of connected components of IX .

Definition 2.27. Given a nonnegative S ∈ KG(IG X)Q, the homomorphism C̃h0
:

KG(IG X)→ A{0}G (IG X) is called the inertial rank for S or just the S-rank.
The inertial augmentation homomorphism ε̃ : KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X) is the

map which, for each connected component [U/G] of [(IG X)/G], sends each F

in KG(IG X) supported on U to

ε̃(F |U )= C̃h0
(F |U )OU .

Hence, if ? is an inertial product associated to an inertial pair (R,S ), then
(KG(IG X), ?, 1, ε̃) is a ring with augmentation.

Remark 2.28. Note that the restriction C̃h0
(F )|U of the inertial rank to a com-

ponent is equal to the classical rank if the S-age of that component is zero, and
C̃h0

(F )|U vanishes if the age is nonzero. Hence the product C̃h0
(F |U )OU makes

sense.
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Definition 2.29. An inertial pair (R,S ) is called Gorenstein if S has integral
rank and strongly Gorenstein if S is represented by a vector bundle.

The Deligne–Mumford stack X = [X/G] is strongly Gorenstein if the inertial
pair associated to the orbifold product (as in Definition 2.18) is strongly Gorenstein.

Note that the inertial pair for the virtual product is always strongly Gorenstein.

3. Review of λ-ring and ψ-ring structures in equivariant K-theory

In this section, we review the λ-ring and ψ-ring structures in equivariant K-theory
and describe the Bott cannibalistic classes θ j , as well as the Grothendieck γ -classes.
The main theorems about these classes are the Adams–Riemann–Roch theorem
(Theorem 3.34) and Theorem 3.25, which describes relations among the Chern
character, the ψ-classes, the Chern classes, and the γ -classes.

Recall that a λ-ring is a commutative ring R with unity 1 and a map λt : R→ R[[t]],
where

λt(a)=:
∑
i≥0

λi(a)t i , (3.1)

such that the following are satisfied for all x , y ∈ R and for all integers m, n ≥ 0:

λ0(x)= 1, λt(1)= 1+ t, λ1(x)= x, λt(x + y)= λt(x)λt(y),

λn(xy)= Pn(λ
1(x), . . . , λn(x), λ1(y), . . . , λn(y)), (3.2)

λm(λn(x))= Pm,n(λ
1(x), . . . , λmn(x)), (3.3)

where Pn , and Pm,n are certain universal polynomials, independent of x and y (see
[Fulton and Lang 1985, §I.1]).

Definition 3.4. If a λ-ring R is a K-algebra, where K is a field of characteristic 0,
then we call (R, · , 1, λ) a λ-algebra over K if, for all α in K and all a in R, we
have

λt(αa)= λt(a)α := exp(α log λt(a)). (3.5)

Note that log λt makes sense because any series for λt starts with 1.

Remark 3.6. The significance of the universal polynomials in the definition of a
λ-ring is that one can calculate λn(xy) and λm(λn(x)) in terms of λi(x) and λ j (y)
by applying a formal splitting principle.

For example, suppose we wish to express λt(x · y) in terms of λt(x) and λt(y).
First, replace x by the formal sum x 7→

∑
∞

i=1 xi , where we assume that λt(xi )=

1+ t xi for all i , and similarly replace y by the formal sum y 7→
∑
∞

i=1 yi in λt(x · y),
where we assume that λt(yi )= 1+ t yi for all i . The fact that λt(xi )= 1+ t xi and
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λt(y j )= 1+ t y j means that λt(xi y j )= 1+ t xi y j , and multiplicativity gives us

λt(x · y)=
∞∏

i, j=1

(1+ t xi y j ).

Therefore, λn(x · y) corresponds to the n-th elementary symmetric function en(xy)
in the variables {xi y j }

∞

i, j=1, but en(xy) can be uniquely expressed as a polynomial Pn

in the variables {e1(x), . . . , en(x), e1(y), . . . , en(y)}, where eq(x) denotes the q-th
elementary symmetric function in the variables {xi }

∞

i=1 and er (y) denotes the r -th
elementary symmetric function in the variables {yi }

∞

i=1. Replacing eq(x) by λq(x)
and er (y) by λr (y) in Pn for all q, r ∈ {1, . . . , n} yields the universal polynomial
Pn(λ

1(x), . . . , λn(x), λ1(y), . . . , λn(y)) appearing in the definition of a λ-ring.
A similar analysis holds for Pm,n .

A closely related structure is that of a ψ-ring.

Definition 3.7. A commutative ring R with unity 1 together with a collection of
ring homomorphisms ψn

: R → R for each n ≥ 1 is called a ψ-ring if, for all
x y ∈ R and all integers n ≥ 1, we have

ψ1(x)= x and ψm(ψn(x))= ψmn(x).

The map ψ i
: R→ R is called the i -th Adams operation (or power operation).

If the ψ-ring (R, · , 1, ψ) is a K-algebra, then (R, · , 1, ψ) is said to be a ψ-
algebra over K if, in addition, ψn is a K-linear map.

Theorem 3.8 (cf. [Knutson 1973, p. 49]). Let (R, · , 1, λ) be a commutative λ-ring
and let ψt : R→ R[[t]] be given by

ψt =−t
d log λ−t

dt
. (3.9)

Expanding ψt as ψt :=
∑

n≥1 ψ
ntn defines ψn

: R → R for all n ≥ 1, and the
resulting ring (R, · , 1, ψ) is a ψ-ring.

Conversely, if (R, · , 1, ψ) is a ψ-ring and λt : RQ→ RQ[[t]] is defined by

λt = exp
(∑

r≥1

(−1)r−1ψr tr

r

)
, (3.10)

then (RQ, · , 1, λ) is a λ-algebra over Q.

It follows from the definition of the ψ-operations in terms of λ-operations, (3.9),
and (3.3) that

λi
◦ψ j
= ψ j

◦ λi (3.11)

for all i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 1 as maps from R→ R.
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Remark 3.12. As in Remark 3.6, the k-th λ-operation λk corresponds to the k-
th elementary symmetric function. Equation (3.10) implies that the k-th power
operation, ψk , corresponds to the k-th power sum symmetric function, since this
equation is nothing more than the well-known relationship between the elementary
symmetric functions and the power sums.

Let G be an algebraic group acting on an algebraic space X . The Grothendieck
ring (KG(X), · , 1) of G-equivariant vector bundles on X is a unital commutative
ring, where · is the tensor product and 1 is the structure sheaf OX of X .

It is well known that (nonequivariant) K-theory with exterior powers is a λ-ring,
and the associated ψ-ring satisfies ψk(L )=L ⊗k for all line bundles L . A lengthy
but straightforward argument shows that an equivariant version of the splitting
principle holds. One can then use the splitting principle with the fact that exte-
rior powers (and the associated ψ-operations) respect G-equivariance to prove the
following proposition:

Proposition 3.13 (cf. [Köck 1998, Lemma 2.4]). For any G-equivariant vector
bundle V on X , define λk([V ]) to be the class [3k(V )] of the k-th exterior power.
This defines a λ-ring structure (KG(X), · , 1, λ) on KG(X). For any line bundle
L and any integer k ≥ 1, the corresponding homomorphisms ψ on (KG(X), · , 1)
satisfy

ψk(L )=L ⊗k . (3.14)

Remark 3.15. The λ-ring KG(X) has still more structure, since any element can be
represented as a difference of vector bundles. The collection E of classes of vector
bundles in KG(X) endows the λ-ring KG(X) with a positive structure [Fulton
and Lang 1985]. Roughly speaking, this means that E is a subset of the λ-ring
consisting of elements of nonnegative rank such that any element in the ring can
be written as a difference of elements in E, and, for any F of rank d in E, λt(F ) is
a degree-d polynomial in t and λd(F ) is invertible (i.e., λd(F ) is a line bundle).
Furthermore, E is closed under addition (but not subtraction) and multiplication,
E contains the nonnegative integers, and there are special rank-one elements in E,
namely the line bundles; various other properties also hold. A positive structure on
a λ-ring, if it exists, need not be uniquely determined by the λ-ring structure, nor
does a general λ-ring possess a positive structure.

For example, if G = GLn , then the representation ring R(G) can be identified
as a subring of Weyl-group-invariant elements in the representation ring R(T ),
where T is a maximal torus and the λ-ring structure on R(T ) restricts to the usual
λ-ring structure on R(G). However, the natural set of positive elements in R(T ) is
generated by the characters of T , and this restricts to the set of positive symmetric
linear combinations of characters, which contains, but does not equal, the set of
irreducible representations of G.
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In Section 6 we will introduce a different but related notion, called a λ-positive
structure, which is a natural invariant of a λ-ring. This notion will play a central
role in our analysis of inertial K-theory.

The λ- and ψ-ring structures behave nicely with respect to the augmentation on
equivariant K-theory (Definition 2.9).

Proposition 3.16. For all F in KG(X) and integers n ≥ 1, we have

ε(ψn(F ))= ψn(ε(F ))= ε(F ) (3.17)
and

ε(λt(F ))= λt(ε(F ))= (1+ t)ε(F ). (3.18)

Proof. Assume that [X/G] is connected. Equation (3.18) holds if F is a rank-d,
G-equivariant vector bundle on X since λi(F ) has rank

(d
i

)
. Since KG(X) is gen-

erated under addition by isomorphism classes of vector bundles, the same equation
holds for all F in KG(X) by multiplicativity of λt .

If [X/G] is not connected, we have the ring isomorphism KG(X)=
⊕

α KG(Xα),
where the sum is over α such that [Xα/G] is a connected component of [X/G].
Equation (3.18) follows from multiplicativity of λt . Equation (3.17) follows from
(3.18) and (3.9). �

This motivates the following definition:

Definition 3.19. Let (R, · , 1, ε) be a ring with augmentation. Then (R, · , 1, ψ, ε)
is said to be an augmented ψ-ring if (R, · , 1, ψ) is a ψ-ring and, for all integers
n > 0, we have ε ◦ψn

= ψn
◦ ε = ε as endomorphisms of R. If R is an augmented

ψ-ring, we define ψ0
:= ε.

Remark 3.20. The definition ψ0
= ε is consistent with all the conditions in the

definition of a ψ-ring (Definition 3.7).

Definition 3.21. Let (R, · , 1, λ) be a λ-algebra (Definition 3.4) over Q (respec-
tively C). Let ε : R→ R be an augmentation which is also a Q-algebra (respectively
C-algebra) homomorphism. We say that (R, · , 1, λ, ε) is an augmented λ-algebra
over Q (respectively C) if ε(λt(F )) = λt(ε(F )) = (1+ t)ε(F ) for every F ∈ R.
Here the expression (1+ t)x for an element x of the Q-algebra R means

(1+ t)x :=
∞∑

n=0

( x
n

)
tn, where

( x
n

)
:=

∏n−1
i=0 (x − i)

n!
.

The previous proposition implies that ordinary equivariant K-theory is an aug-
mented ψ-ring. In fact, the equivariant Chow ring is also an augmented ψ-ring.

Definition 3.22. For all n ≥ 1, the map ψn
: A∗G(X)→ A∗G(X) defined by

ψn(v)= ndv (3.23)
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for all v in Ad
G(X) endows A∗G(X) with the structure of a ψ-ring and, therefore,

A∗G(X)Q with the structure of a λ-ring. The augmentation ε : A∗G(X)→ A0
G(X) is

the canonical projection.

Associated to any λ-ring there is another (pre-λ-ring) structure, usually denoted
by γ . These are the Grothendieck γ -classes γt : R→ R[[t]], given by the formula

γt :=

∞∑
i=0

γ i t i
:= λt/(1−t). (3.24)

Theorem 3.25 (see [Fulton and Lang 1985]). If Y is a connected algebraic space
with a proper action of a linear algebraic group G, and if , for each nonnegative
integer i , Chi is the degree-i part of the Chern character and ci is the i-th Chern
class, then the following equations hold for all integers n ≥ 1 and i ≥ 0 and all F

in KG(Y ):

Chi
◦ψn
= ni Chi , (3.26)

ct(F )= exp
(∑

n≥1

(−1)n−1(n− 1)!Chn(F )tn
)
, (3.27)

ci(F )= Chi(γ i(F − ε(F ))
)
. (3.28)

Remark 3.29. Equation (3.26) is precisely the statement that the Chern character
Ch : KG(X)Q→ A∗G(X)Q is a homomorphism of ψ-rings and therefore of λ-rings.

In order to define inertial Chern classes and the inertial λ-ring and ψ-ring struc-
tures, we will need the so-called Bott cannibalistic classes.

Definition 3.30. Let Y be an algebraic space with a proper action of a linear alge-
braic group G. Denote by K+G (Y ) the semigroup of classes of G-equivariant vector
bundles on Y .

For each j ≥ 1, the j-th Bott (cannibalistic) class θ j
: K+G (Y )→ KG(Y ) is the

multiplicative class, defined for any line bundle L by

θ j (L )=
1−L j

1−L
=

j−1∑
i=0

L i . (3.31)

By the splitting principle, we can extend the definition of θ j (F ) to all F in K+G (Y ).

Definition 3.32. Let aY denote the kernel of the augmentation ε : KG(Y )→ KG(Y ).
It is an ideal in the ring (KG(Y ), · ), where · denotes the usual tensor product, and
a defines a topology on KG(Y ). We denote the completion of KG(Y )Q with respect
to that topology by K̂G(Y )Q.

Remark 3.33. We will need to define Bott classes on elements of integral rank in
rational K-theory. This can be done in a straightforward manner, but the resulting
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class will live in the augmentation completion of rational K-theory. Stated pre-
cisely, if L is a line bundle, then we can expand the power sum for ψ j (L ) as
ψ j (L ) = j (1+ a1(L − 1)+ · · · + a j−1(L − 1) j−1) for some rational numbers
a1, . . . , a j−1. Since (L − 1) lies in the augmentation ideal, any fractional power
of the expression 1+ a1(L − 1)+ · · · + a j−1(L − 1) j−1 can be expanded using
the binomial formula as an element of K̂G(Y )Q. It follows that, if α =

∑
i qiLi

with
∑

i qi ∈ Z, then the binomial expansion of the expression

j
∑

i qi
∏

i

(1+ a1(Li − 1)+ · · ·+ a j−1(L − 1) j−1)qi

defines θ j (α) as an element of K̂G(Y )Q.

We will also need the following result:

Theorem 3.34 (the Adams–Riemann–Roch theorem for equivariant regular em-
beddings [Köck 1991; 1998]). Let ι : Y ↪→ X be a G-equivariant closed regular
embedding of smooth manifolds. The following commutes for all integers n ≥ 1:

KG(Y ) KG(Y )

KG(X) KG(X)

ι∗

θn(N∗ι )ψ
n

ι∗

ψn

(3.35)

where N ∗ι is the conormal bundle of the embedding ι.

4. Augmentation ideals and completions of inertial K-theory

We will use the Bott classes of S to define inertial λ- and ψ-ring structures as well
as inertial Chern classes. Since S is generally not integral, we will often need to
work in the augmentation completion K̂G(IG X)Q of KG(IG X)Q. However, it is
not a priori clear that the inertial product behaves well with respect to this comple-
tion, since the topology involved is constructed by taking classical powers of the
classical augmentation ideal instead of inertial powers of the inertial augmentation
ideal. The surprising result of this section is that, when G is diagonalizable, these
two completions are the same.

Definition 4.1. Given any inertial pair (R,S ), define aS to be the kernel of the
inertial augmentation ε̃ : KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X). It is an ideal with respect to the
inertial product ? := ?R . Define aIX to be the kernel of the classical augmentation
ε : KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X). It is an ideal of KG(IG X) with respect to the usual
tensor product instead of the inertial product.

Each of these two ideals induces a topology on KG(IG X), and we also consider
a third topology induced by the augmentation ideal aBG of R(G). By [Edidin and
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Graham 2000, Theorem 6.1(a)] the aBG-adic and aIX -adic topologies on KG(IG X)
are the same. In this section we will show that the aS -adic topology agrees with
the other two.

Lemma 4.2. If (R,S ) is an inertial pair, then (KG(IG X), ?R) is an R(G)-algebra.
Moreover, for any x ∈ R(G), if β9 ∈ KG(I (9)), we have xβ9 = x1 ?R β9 .

Proof. By definition of an inertial pair, if α1 ∈ KG(X) is supported in the untwisted
sector, then α1?Rβ9 = f ∗9α ·β, where f9 : I (9)→ X is the projection. The lemma
now follows from the projection formula for equivariant K-theory. �

Theorem 4.3. When G is diagonalizable the aBG-adic, aIG X -adic, and aS -adic
topologies on KG(IG X) are all equivalent. In particular, the aBG-adic, aIG X -adic,
and aS -adic completions of KG(IG X)Q are equal.

Proof. To prove that the topologies are equivalent we must show the following:

(1) For each positive integer n there is a positive integer r such that

a⊗r
BG KG(IG X)⊆ (aS )

?n.

(2) For each positive integer n there is a positive integer r such that

(aS )
?r
⊆ a⊗n

BG KG(IG X)Q.

Condition (1) follows from Lemma 4.2 and observing that aBG KG(IG X)⊂ aS .
In particular, we may take r = n.

Condition (2) is more difficult to check. Given a G-space Y , we denote by aY

the subgroup of KG(Y ) of elements of rank 0. This is an ideal with respect to the
tensor product.

For each connected component [U/G] of [IG X/G], the inertial augmentation
satisfies C̃h0(α)|U = 0 if ageS (U ) > 0 and C̃h0(α)|U = Ch0(α)|U if ageS (U )= 0
[Edidin et al. 2016, Theorem 2.3.9]. So aS has the following decomposition as an
abelian group:

aS =

⊕
U

ageS (U )=0

aU ⊕
⊕

U
ageS (U )>0

KG(U ).

Lemma 4.4. If m ∈ G with α ∈ KG(Xm) ∩ aS and β ∈ KG(Xm−1
) ∩ aS , then

α ? β ∈ aIX .

Proof. Since mm−1
= 1, we have α ? β ∈ KG(X1)⊂ KG(IG X), so we must show

α ? β ∈ aX . If ageS (X
m)= 0, then αm ∈ aXm , so the inertial product

µ∗(e∗1α · e
∗

2β · eu(R))

would automatically be in aX because the finite pushforward µ∗ preserves the clas-
sical augmentation ideal. Thus we may assume that ageS (X

m) and ageS (X
m−1
)
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are both nonzero and that α and β have nonzero rank as elements of KG(Xm)

and KG(Xm−1
), respectively. If the fixed locus Xm,m−1

has positive codimension,
then µ∗(KG(Xm,m−1

))⊂ KG(X1) is also in the classical augmentation ideal, since
it consists of classes supported on subspaces of positive codimension. On the other
hand, if Xm,m−1

= X , then Tµ|Xm,m−1 = 0. By definition of an inertial pair, S |X1 = 0,
so R|Xm,m−1 = (e∗1S + e∗2S )|Xm,m−1 is a nonzero vector bundle. It follows that
eu(R|Xm,m−1 ) ∈ aXm,m−1 , and once again α ? β ∈ aX . �

Since G is diagonalizable and acts with finite stabilizer on X , there is a finite
abelian subgroup H ⊂G such that X g

=∅ for all g /∈ H . Let s=
∑

h∈H (ord(h)−1).

Lemma 4.5. The (s+1)-fold inertial product (aS )
?(s+1) is contained in aIG X .

Proof. By the definition of s, any list m1, . . . ,ms+1 of nonidentity elements of H
contains at least one h with multiplicity at least ord(h). It follows that such a list
contains subsets m1, . . . ,mk and mk+1, . . . ,ml with m1 · · ·mk = (mk+1 · · ·ml)

−1.
Since the inertial product is commutative, we may write any product of the form

αm1 ? · · · ? αms+1 with αmi ∈ KG(Xmi ) as α̃m ? β̃m−1 ? γ̃m′ for some α̃m ∈ KG(Xm),
β̃m ∈ KG(Xm−1

), and γ̃m′ ∈ KG(Xm′). Lemma 4.4 now gives the result. �

To complete the proof of Theorem 4.3, observe first that we may use the equiv-
alence of the aBG-adic and the aI 2

X
-adic topologies in the ring (KG(I 2

G X),⊗) to
see that, for any n, there is an r such that a⊗r

I 2
G X
⊂ a⊗n

BG KG(I 2
G X). This implies that

µ∗(a
⊗r
I 2
G X
)⊂ a⊗n

BG KG(IG X). It follows that

a?(r(s+1))
S ⊂ a⊗n

BG KG(IG X). �

Since the three topologies are the same we will not distinguish between them
from now on, and will use the term augmentation completion to denote the com-
pletion with respect any one of these augmentation ideals. The completion of
KG(IG X)Q will be denoted by K̂G(IG X)Q. Note that this completion is a summand
in KG(IG X)Q [Edidin and Graham 2005, Proposition 3.6].

5. Inertial Chern classes and power operations

In this section we show that for each Gorenstein inertial pair (R,S ) and corre-
sponding Chern character C̃h, we can define inertial Chern classes. When (R,S )

is strongly Gorenstein, there are also ψ-operations, λ-operations, and γ -operations
on the corresponding inertial K-theory KG(IG X). These operations behave nicely
with respect to the inertial Chern character and satisfy many relations, including
an analog of Theorem 3.25. When G is diagonalizable these operations make the
inertial K-theory ring KG(IG X) into a ψ-ring and KG(IG X)⊗Q into a λ-ring.
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Inertial Adams ( power) operations and inertial Chern classes. We begin by defin-
ing inertial Chern classes. We then define inertial Adams operations associated to
a strongly Gorenstein pair (R,S ) and show that, for a diagonalizable group G,
the corresponding rings are ψ-rings with many other nice properties.

Definition 5.1. For any Gorenstein inertial pair (R,S ) the S-inertial Chern series
c̃t : KG(IG X)→ A∗G(IG X)Q[[t]] is defined, for all F in KG(IG X), by

c̃t(F )= ẽxp
(∑

n≥1

(−1)n−1(n− 1)! C̃hn
(F )tn

)
, (5.2)

where the power series ẽxp is defined with respect to the ?R product, and C̃hn
(F )

is the component of C̃h(F ) in A∗(IG X) with S-age equal to n. For all i ≥ 0, the
i-th S-inertial Chern class c̃ i(F ) of F is the coefficient of t i in c̃t(F ).

Remark 5.3. The definition of inertial Chern classes could be extended to the non-
Gorenstein case by introducing fractionally graded S-inertial Chern classes, but
the latter do not behave nicely with respect to the inertial ψ-structures.

Definition 5.4. Let (R,S ) be a strongly Gorenstein inertial pair. We define the
j-th inertial Adams (or power) operation ψ̃ j

: KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X) for each
integer j ≥ 1 by the formula

ψ̃ j (F ) := ψ j (F ) · θ j (S ∗) (5.5)

for all F in KG(IG X). (Here · is the ordinary tensor product on KG(IG X).)

We show in Theorem 5.23 that, in many cases, these inertial Adams operations
define a ψ-ring structure on (KG(IG X), ?R).

Remark 5.6. If (R,S ) is Gorenstein, then S has integral rank and θ j (S ∗) may
be defined as an element of the completion K̂G(IG X)Q (see Remark 3.33). Thus we
can still define inertial Adams operations as maps ψ̃ j

: KG(IG X)→ K̂G(IG X)Q.

Definition 5.7. Let (R,S ) be a strongly Gorenstein inertial pair. We define λ̃t :

KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X)Q[[t]] by (3.10) after replacing ψ , λ, and exp by their re-
spective inertial analogs ψ̃ , λ̃, and ẽxp:

λ̃t = ẽxp
(∑

r≥1

(−1)r−1ψ̃r tr

r

)
. (5.8)

Define λ̃i to be the coefficient of t i in λ̃t . We call λ̃i the i-th inertial λ operation.

We now prove a relation between inertial Chern classes, the inertial Chern char-
acter, and inertial Adams operations, but first we need two lemmas connecting the
classical Chern character, Adams operations, Bott classes, and Todd classes.
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Lemma 5.9. Let F ∈ KG(IG X) be the class of a G-equivariant vector bundle
on IG X. For all integers n ≥ 1, we have the equality, in A∗G(IG X),

Ch(θn(F ∗))Td(−F )= nCh0(F ) Td(−ψn(F )). (5.10)

More generally, if F ∈ KG(IG X)Q is such that F =
∑k

i=1 αiVi , where Vi is a vec-
tor bundle, αi ∈Q with αi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k, and Ch0(F ) ∈ Zl

⊂ A0
G(IG X)Q

(l is the number of connected components of [IG X/G]), then (5.10) still holds
in A∗G(IG X)Q, where θn(F ∗) is an element in the completion K̂G(IG X)Q.

Proof. Let L in KG(IG X) be a line bundle with ordinary first Chern class c :=c1(L ).
For all n ≥ 1 we have

Ch(θn(L ∗))Td(−L )= Ch
(

1− (L ∗)n

1−L ∗

)(
Td(L )

)−1

=

(
1− e−nc

1− e−c

)(
c

1− e−c

)−1

= n
(

nc
1− e−nc

)−1

= n Td(L n)−1,

and we conclude that Ch(θn(L ∗))Td(−L ) = n Td(−ψn(L )). Equation (5.10)
now follows from the splitting principle, the multiplicativity of θn and Td, and the
fact that Ch is a ring homomorphism.

The more general statement follows from the fact that Ch and Td factor through
K̂G(IG X)Q together with the fact that Ch0(θ j (F )− j ε(F ))= 0. �

This lemma yields the following useful theorem:

Theorem 5.11. Let (R,S ) be a strongly Gorenstein inertial pair. For any α ∈ N

and integer n ≥ 1, we have

C̃hα(ψ̃n(F ))= nα C̃hα(F ) (5.12)

in A{α}G (IG X)Q, where the grading is the S-age grading.

Proof. We have

C̃h(ψ̃n(F ))= Ch(ψn(F )θn(S ∗))Td(−S )

= Ch(ψn(F ))Ch(θn(S ∗))Td(−S )

= Ch(ψn(F ))Td(−ψn(S ))nage

=

∑
α∈N

nα C̃hα(F ),
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where the third equality follows from (5.10), and the final equality follows from
the definition of C̃hα, (3.26), and the fact that, for all j ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1,

Td j
◦ψk
= k j Td j , (5.13)

where Td=
∑

j≥0 Td j is such that Td j belongs to A j
G(IG X)Q. Equation (5.13) is

proved in the same fashion as (3.26). �

Remark 5.14. If (R,S ) is a Gorenstein inertial pair, then (5.12) also holds in
A{α}G (IG X)Q, where ψ̃n is interpreted as a map

ψ̃n
: KG(IG X)→ K̂G(IG X)Q

(see Remark 5.6). This follows as C̃h factors through the completion K̂G(IG X)Q.

Definition 5.15. Let (R,S ) be a strongly Gorenstein inertial pair. We define the
inertial operations γ̃t on inertial K-theory as in (3.24), that is,

γ̃t :=

∞∑
i=0

γ̃ i t i
:= λ̃t/(1−t). (5.16)

Remark 5.17. If (R,S ) is only Gorenstein, then we may still define γt as a map
KG(IG X)→ K̂G(IG X)Q[[t]].

Theorem 5.18. Let (R,S ) be a Gorenstein inertial pair. The S-inertial Chern
series c̃t : KG(IG X)→ A∗G(IG X)Q[[t]] satisfies the following properties:

Consistency with γ̃ : For all integers n ≥ 1 and all F in KG(IG X)Q, we have the
following equality in A∗G(IG X)Q:

c̃n(F )= C̃hn(
γ̃ n(F − ε̃(F ))

)
, (5.19)

where γ̃t is interpreted as a map KG(IG X)Q→ K̂G(IG X)Q[[t]].

Multiplicativity: For all V and W in KG(IG X)Q,

c̃t(V +W )= c̃t(V ) ?R c̃t(W ).

Zeroth Chern class: For all V in KG(IG X)Q, we have c̃0(V )= 1.

Untwisted sector: For all F ∈ KG(X1) ⊆ KG(IG X) (i.e., supported only on the
untwisted sector), the inertial Chern classes agree with the ordinary Chern classes,
i.e., c̃t(F )= ct(F ).

Classes of unity: All the inertial Chern classes of unity vanish, except for c̃0(1), so
we have c̃t(1)= 1.

Remark 5.20. The theorem shows that (5.19) yields an alternative, but equivalent,
definition of inertial Chern classes.
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Proof. Multiplicativity and c̃0(V ) = 1 follow immediately from the exponential
form of (5.2) and the fact that C̃h is a homomorphism.

On the untwisted sector, inertial products reduce to the ordinary products, and
the inertial Chern character reduces to the classical Chern character, and this shows
that (5.2) agrees with (3.27), which implies that the untwisted sector agrees with
ordinary Chern classes. The classes of unity condition will follow immediately
from (5.19).

The hard part of this proof is the consistency (5.19) of the inertial Chern classes
with γ̃ . To prove this, it will be useful to first introduce the ring homomorphism
C̃ht : KG(IG X) → A∗G(IG X)Q[[t]] via C̃ht(F ) :=

∑
n≥0 C̃hn

(F )tn. For the re-
mainder of the proof, all products are understood to be inertial products. We have
the equality, in A∗G(IG X)Q[[t]],

C̃ht(λ̃u(F ))= ẽxp
(∑

k≥1

(−1)k−1

k
C̃ht(ψ̃

k(F ))uk
)

= ẽxp
(∑

k≥1

(−1)k−1

k
C̃hkt(F )uk

)

= ẽxp
(∑

k≥1

(−1)k−1

k

∑
α≥0

C̃hα(F )(kt)αuk
)

= ẽxp
(∑
α≥0

C̃hα(F )tα
∑
k≥1

(−1)k−1kα−1uk
)
,

where the first equality follows from the definition of λ̃ and the fact that C̃ht is
a ring homomorphism, and the second equality follows from (5.12). From the
definition of γ̃t , it follows that

C̃ht(γ̃u(F − ε̃(F )))= ẽxp
(∑
α≥0

C̃hα(F − ε̃(F ))tα
∑
k≥1

(−1)k−1kα−1
( u

1−u

)k
)

= ẽxp
(∑
α≥0

∑
k≥1

(−1)k−1kα−1 C̃hα(F )tα
∑
n≥k

un
(n−1

k−1

))

= ẽxp
(∑
α≥0

C̃hα(F )tα
∑
n≥1

un
n∑

k=1

(−1)k−1kα−1
(n−1

k−1

))

= ẽxp
(∑
α≥0

C̃hα(F )tα
∑
n≥1

un(−1)n−1(n− 1)!S(α, n)
)
,

where

S(α, n)= 1
n!

n∑
j=0

(−1)n− j
(n

j

)
jα
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are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Projecting out those terms which are
not powers of z := ut yields the equality∑

l≥0

C̃hl(
γ̃ l(F − ε̃(F ))

)
zl
= ẽxp

(∑
s≥0

zs C̃hs
(F )(−1)n−1(n− 1)!S(n, n)

)
.

The identity S(n, n)= 1 and (5.2) yield (5.19). �

Even when an inertial pair (R,S ) is not Gorenstein, there are natural subrings
of KG(IG X) and A∗G(IG X) where things behave well (as if (R,S ) were Goren-
stein).

Definition 5.21. Let (R,S ) be an inertial pair, and let l be the number of con-
nected components of IX = [IG X/G]. The subring of KG(IG X) consisting of
all elements of S-grading 0 ∈ (Q/Z)l is called the Gorenstein subring ǨG(IG X)
of KG(IG X), and the subring of A∗G(IG X) consisting of all elements of S-degree
in Zl
⊆Ql is called the Gorenstein subring ǍG(IG X) of A∗G(IG X).

Remark 5.22. The previous theorem holds for a general inertial pair of a G-space X
provided that KG(IG X) and A∗G(IG X) are replaced by their Gorenstein subrings
ǨG(IG X) and Ǎ∗G(IG X), respectively.

ψ-ring and λ-ring structures on inertial K-theory. The main result of this section
is the following:

Theorem 5.23. If G is a diagonalizable group and (R,S ) is a strongly Gorenstein
inertial pair on IG X , then (KG(IG X), ?R, 1, ε̃, ψ̃) is an augmented ψ-ring.

Moreover, for general ( possibly nondiagonalizable) G and any inertial pair
(R,S ), the augmentation completion of the Gorenstein subring ǨG(IG X)Q of
KG(IG X)Q is an augmented ψ-ring.

Remark 5.24. The hypothesis that G is diagonalizable is necessary, as is demon-
strated later in this section (see Example 5.37).

With a little work we get the following corollary:

Corollary 5.25. Let (R,S ) be a strongly Gorenstein inertial pair with G diago-
nalizable. Then (KG(IG X)Q, ?R, 1, λ̃) is an augmented λ-algebra over Q.

Moreover, for general ( possibly nondiagonalizable) G and any inertial pair
(R,S ), the augmentation completion of the Gorenstein subring ǨG(IG X)Q of
KG(IG X)Q is an augmented λ-algebra over Q.

Proof of Corollary 5.25. Combining Theorem 5.23 with Theorem 3.8, all that we
must prove is that

ε̃(λ̃t(F ))= λ̃t(ε̃(F ))= (1+ t)ε̃(F ). (5.26)
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Here we have omitted the ? from the notation, but all products are the inertial
product ?, and exponentiation is also with respect to the product ?.

For all F ∈ KG(IG X), we have

ε̃(λ̃t(F ))=
∑
i≥0

t i ε̃(λ̃i(F )),

but

ε̃(λ̃t(F ))= ε̃

(
ẽxp

(∑
n≥1

(−1)n−1

n
tnψ̃n(F )

))

= ẽxp
(∑

n≥1

(−1)n−1

n
tn ε̃(ψ̃n(F ))

)

= ẽxp
(∑

n≥1

(−1)n−1

n
tn ε̃(F )

)
= (1+ t)ε̃(F ),

where the third line follows from ε̃ ◦ ψ̃n
= ε̃ (by Theorem 5.23). Finally, we have

that λ̃t(ε̃(F ))= (1+ t)ε̃(F ), since ε̃ commutes with ψ̃ by Theorem 5.23. �

Proof of Theorem 5.23. It is straightforward from the definition that ψ̃n(F +G )=

ψ̃n(F )+ ψ̃n(G ), and also ψ̃1(F )=F , since θ1(G )= 1 for any G . We also have
ψ̃n(1)= 1, since 1 is supported only on KG(X1), and SX1 = 0 (because (R,S )

is an inertial pair). Now, to show for all F in KG(IG X) that

ψ̃n(ψ̃ l(F ))= ψ̃nl(F ),

we observe that

ψ̃n(ψ̃ l(F ))= ψ̃n(ψ l(F )θ l(S ∗))= ψnl(F )ψn(θ l(S ∗)θn(S ∗)).

Hence, we need to show that

ψn(θ l(S ∗))θn(S ∗)= θnl(S ∗).

This follows from the splitting principle in ordinary K-theory, the fact that the Bott
classes are multiplicative, and the fact that for any line bundle L we have

ψn(θ l(L ))θn(L )= ψn
(

1−L l

1−L

)
1−L n

1−L

=
1−L nl

1−L n

1−L n

1−L
= θnl(L ). (5.27)

It remains to show that ψ̃ preserves the inertial product defined by R, i.e.,

ψ̃n(F ?G )= ψ̃n(F ) ? ψ̃n(G ), (5.28)
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where ? is understood to refer to the ?R-product. It is at this point in the proof that
we need to use the hypothesis that G is diagonalizable.

Lemma 5.29. Let G be a diagonalizable group. For each (m1,m2) ∈ G ×G let
Xm1,m2 = {(m1,m2, x) |m1x =m2x = x} ⊂ I 2

G X. Then Xm1,m2 is open and closed
(but possibly empty) and the restriction of µ to Xm1,m2 is a regular embedding.

Proof. There is a decomposition of I 2
G X into closed and open components indexed

by conjugacy classes of pairs in G×G. However, since G is diagonalizable, each
conjugacy class consists of a single pair. If 9 = {(m1,m2)}, then I 2(9)= Xm1,m2

and the multiplication map restricts to the closed embedding µ : Xm1,m2 → Xm1m2 ,
where Xm1m2 = {(m1m2, x) | m1m2x = x} ⊂ IG X . Since X is smooth, the fixed
loci Xm1,m2 and Xm1m2 are also smooth, so the map is a regular embedding. �

Let us prove that ψ̃ is compatible with the inertial product. First,

ψ̃n(V ?W )= θn(S ∗) ·ψn(V ?W )

= θn(S ∗) ·ψn(µ∗(e∗1V · e∗2W · λ−1(R
∗))
)
. (5.30)

By our lemma I 2
G X decomposes as a disjoint sum

∐
Xm1,m2 with µ|Xm1,m2 a closed

regular embedding. Since an element α ∈ KG(I 2
G X) decomposes as a sum α =∑

(m1,m2)
αm1,m2 with αm1,m2 ∈ KG(Xm1,m2), we may invoke the equivariant Adams–

Riemann–Roch theorem for closed embeddings (Theorem 3.34) on each αm1,m2 to
conclude that ψnµ∗α = µ∗(θ

n(N ∗µ)ψ
nα), where N ∗µ is the conormal bundle of µ.

Writing N ∗µ =−T ∗µ (see Definition 2.13) we obtain the equalities

ψ̃n(V ?W )= θn(S ∗)·µ∗
(
θn(−T ∗µ )·ψ

n(e∗1V ·e∗2W ·λ−1(R)
∗)
)

= θn(S ∗)·µ∗
(
θn(−T ∗µ )·e

∗

1ψ
n(V )·e∗2ψ

n(W )·ψn(λ−1(R
∗))
)

= θn(S ∗)·µ∗
(
θn(−T ∗µ )·e

∗

1ψ
n(V )·e∗2ψ

n(W )·λ−1(ψ
n(R∗))

)
= θn(S ∗)·µ∗

(
θn(−T ∗µ )·e

∗

1ψ
n(V )·e∗2ψ

n(W )·λ−1(R
∗)·θn(R∗)

)
= θn(S ∗)·µ∗

(
e∗1ψ

n(V )·e∗2ψ
n(W )·λ−1(R

∗)·θn(R∗−T ∗µ )
)
, (5.31)

where the second equality follows from the fact that ψn respects the ordinary mul-
tiplication · , the third from the definition of the Euler class and the fact [Knutson
1973, p. 48] that, for all i and n,

ψn
◦ λi
= λi
◦ψn,

the fourth from the fact that for any nonnegative element F in KG(IG X) we have

θn(F )λ−1(F )= λ−1(ψ
n(F )),
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and the fifth from the multiplicativity of θn. Since ψ̃n(F ) = ψn(F )θn(S ∗), we
may express the last line of (5.31) as

θn(S ∗)µ∗
(
e∗1ψ̃

n(V ) ·e∗2ψ̃
n(W ) ·λ−1(R

∗) ·θn(R∗−T ∗µ−e∗1S ∗−e∗2S ∗)
)
. (5.32)

Applying the projection formula to (5.32) yields

ψ̃n(V ?W )= µ∗
(
e∗1ψ̃

n(V ) · e∗2ψ̃
n(W ) · λ−1(R

∗)

· θn(R∗− T ∗µ − e∗1S ∗− e∗2S ∗+µ∗S ∗)
)
.

Now because (R,S ) is an inertial pair, we have

R = e∗1S + e∗2S −µ∗S + Tµ,

so

ψ̃n(V ?W )= µ∗
(
e∗1ψ̃

n(V ) · e∗2ψ̃
n(W ) · λ−1(R

∗)
)
= ψ̃(V ) ? ψ̃(W ),

as claimed.
Finally, from the definition of ψ̃ and the fact that the ordinary augmentation

in ordinary equivariant K-theory is preserved by and commutes with the ordinary
ψ-operations, we have

ε̃(ψ̃n(V ))= ψ̃n(ε̃(V ))= ε̃(V ). (5.33)

When G is not diagonalizable, µ is a finite local complete intersection mor-
phism, but in general it does not restrict to a closed embedding on each compo-
nent of I 2

G X . In this case the equivariant Adams–Riemann–Roch theorem holds
[Köck 1998, Theorem 4.5] after completing KG(IG X)C and KG(I 2

G X)C at the
augmentation ideal. Restricting to the augmentation completion of the Gorenstein
subring ensures that the Bott class θ k(S ∗) takes values in that subring (which
has Q coefficients), whereas the Bott class in general would take values in the
augmentation completion of KG(IG X)⊗Q. The rest of the above argument goes
through verbatim. �

Remark 5.34. Suppose G is not abelian, but the fixed locus X g is empty if g
is not in the center of G. Then, since the conjugacy classes of central elements
are singletons, the argument of Lemma 5.29 shows that I 2

G X is a disjoint sum of
components such that the restriction of µ to each of them is a regular embedding.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.23 shows that in this case the inertial product
would also commute with the inertial Adams operations.

Remark 5.35. If G is finite then, for each conjugacy class 8⊂ G×G and 9 ⊂ G
such that µ(I 2(8))⊂ I (9), the pushforward map µ∗ : KG(I 2(8))→ KG(I(9))
can be identified as a combination of pushforward along a regular embedding with
an induction functor. Precisely, if (m1,m2) ∈8 is any element, then KG(I 2(8))
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can be identified with K Z1,2(X
m1,m2), where Z1,2 is the centralizer of m1 and m2

in G. Likewise, KG(I (9)) can be identified with K Z12(X
m1m2), where Z12 is

the centralizer of the element m1m2. Let i : Xm1,m2 ↪→ Xm1m2 be the inclu-
sion. Via these identifications the pushforward µ∗ is the composition of the push-
forward i∗ : K Z1,2(X

m1,m2)→ K Z1,2(X
m1m2) with the induction functor IndZ12

Z1,2
:

K Z12(X
m1m2) → K Z1,2(X

m1m2). In this case, determining whether the equality
ψ̃ j (α ? β) = ψ̃ j (α) ? ψ̃ j (β) holds in KG(IG X)Q boils down to the question of
whether the classical Adams operations ψ j commute with induction. This ques-
tion has been studied in Section 6 of [Köck 1998], where it is proved that Adams
operations commute with induction after completion at the augmentation ideal.

Remark 5.36. Let (R,S ) be a Gorenstein inertial pair on IG X . For each integer
k ≥ 1, let ψ̃k

: A∗G(IG X)→ A∗G(IG X) be defined by (3.23). If

ε̃ : A∗G(IG X)→ A{0}G (IG X)

is the canonical projection, then the inertial Chow theory (A∗G(IG X), ?, 1, ψ̃, ε̃) is
an augmented ψ-ring.

Moreover, if G is a diagonalizable group and (R,S ) is a strongly Gorenstein
inertial pair on IG X , then the summand K̂G(IG X)Q inherits an augmented ψ-ring
structure from KG(IG X)Q. In addition, (5.12) means that the inertial Chern char-
acter homomorphism C̃h : KG(IG X)Q → A∗G(IG X)Q preserves the augmented
ψ-ring structures and factors through an isomorphism K̂G(IG X)Q→ A∗G(IG X)Q
of augmented ψ-rings. In particular, if G acts freely on X , then the inertial Chern
character is an isomorphism of augmented ψ-rings.

Example 5.37. The hypothesis of Theorem 5.23 that G is diagonalizable is nec-
essary, as demonstrated by the following example: Let G = S3 be the symmetric
group S3 on three letters, and consider the classifying stack BS3 = [pt/S3]. The
inertia stack IBS3 is the disjoint union of three components, corresponding to the
conjugacy classes of (1), (12), and (123) in S3. The component corresponding
to class 9 is the stack [9/S3], which is isomorphic to the classifying stack B Z ,
where Z is the centralizer of any element of 9. So the components of the inertia
stack are isomorphic to BS3, Bµ2, and Bµ3.

The double inertia I 2BS3 is the disjoint union of eleven components: three
isomorphic to a point (B{e}), corresponding to the conjugacy classes of the pairs
((12), (13)), ((12), (123)), and ((123), (12)), respectively; three isomorphic to
Bµ2, corresponding to the conjugacy classes of the pairs ((1), (12)), ((12), (1)),
and ((12), (12)); four isomorphic to Bµ3, corresponding to the conjugacy classes
of ((1), (123)), ((123), (1)), ((123), (123)), and ((123), (132)); and the identity
component, isomorphic to BS3. Consider the inertial product with R= 0 and S = 0.
(This is just the usual orbifold product on BS3.)
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Let χ ∈ R(µ2)= K (Bµ2) be the defining character. Denote by χ |Bµ2 ∈ K (IBS3)

the class which is χ on the sector isomorphic to Bµ2 (corresponding to the con-
jugacy class of a transposition in S3) and 0 on all other sectors. Likewise, let
1|Bµ2 ∈ K (IBS3) be the class which is the trivial representation on the sector iso-
morphic to Bµ2 and 0 on all other sectors. We will compare ψ2(χ |Bµ2 ? 1|Bµ2)

and ψ2χ |Bµ2 ?ψ
2χ |Bµ2 and show that they are not equal in K (IBS3).

Since R = 0, the orbifold product is given by the formula

α ? β = µ∗(e∗1α · e
∗

2β).

To compute the product, we note that if α is supported on the sector corresponding
to the conjugacy class of (12) then e∗1α is supported on the components of I 2BS3

corresponding to the conjugacy classes of pairs

((12), (1)), ((12), (13)), ((12), (12)), ((12), (123)).

Similarly, e∗2α is supported on the components corresponding to the conjugacy
classes of the pairs

((1), (12)), ((12), (13)), ((12), (12)), ((123), (12)).

So if α and β are both supported on the sector corresponding to (12), then the
classical product e∗1α · e

∗

2α is supported on components of I 2BS3, corresponding to
the conjugacy classes of the pairs ((12), (13)) and ((12), (12)). The multiplication
map µ takes the component corresponding to the conjugacy class of ((12), (13))
to the twisted sector isomorphic to Bµ3 corresponding to the conjugacy class of
3-cycles. Likewise, µ maps the component corresponding to the conjugacy class
of ((12), (12)) to the untwisted sector BS3, which corresponds to the conjugacy
class of the identity.

Identifying K (BG)= R(G), we see that K (IBS3)= R(S3)⊕ R(µ2)⊕ R(µ3),
while K (I 2BS3) = R(S3) ⊕ R({e})3 ⊕ R(µ2)

3
⊕ R(µ3)

4. Under this identifi-
cation the pullbacks e∗i : K (IBS3)→ K (I 2BS3) correspond to restriction func-
tors between the various representation rings. Likewise, the pushforward µ∗ :
K (I 2BS3)→ K (IBS3) corresponds to the induced representation functor. Hence,

χ |Bµ2 ? 1|Bµ2 = (IndS3
µ2
χ)|BS3 + (Indµ3

{e} Resµ2
{e} χ)|Bµ3 = (sgn+ V2)|BS3 + V3|Bµ3,

where the sign representation of S3 is denoted by sgn, the 2-dimensional irreducible
representation of S3 is denoted by V2, and the regular representation of µ3 is de-
noted by V3. The character of ψ2(sgn+ V2) has value 3 at the identity and at the
conjugacy class of a 2-cycle, and it has value 0 on 3-cycles. On the other hand,
ψ2(χ)= ψ2(1)= 1 in R(µ2), so

ψ2(χ |Bµ2) ?ψ
2(1|Bµ2)= 1|Bµ2 ? 1|Bµ2 = (1+ V2)|BS3 + V3|Bµ3 .
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The character of 1 + V2 has value 1 on 2-cycles, so ψ2(sgn + V2) 6= (1 + V2).
Therefore,

ψ2(χ |Bµ2 ? 1Bµ2) 6= ψ
2χ |Bµ2 ?ψ

21|Bµ2 .

6. λ-positive elements, the inertial dual, and inertial Euler classes

Every λ-ring contains the semigroup of λ-positive elements, which is an invariant
of the λ-ring structure. In the case of ordinary equivariant K-theory, every class
of a rank-d vector bundle is a λ-positive element, although the converse need not
be true. Nevertheless, λ-positive elements of degree d share many of the same
properties as classes of rank-d vector bundles; for example, they have a top Chern
class in Chow theory and an Euler class in K-theory. This is because the ordi-
nary Chern character and Chern classes are compatible with the λ-ring and ψ-ring
structures.

In this section, we will introduce the framework to investigate the λ-positive
elements of inertial K-theory for strongly Gorenstein inertial pairs. We will see
that the λ-positive elements of degree d in inertial K-theory satisfy the inertial
versions of these properties. We will also introduce a notion of duality for inertial
K-theory, which is necessary to define the inertial Euler class in inertial K-theory.

For the examples P(1, 2) and P(1, 3), we will see that the set of λ-positive ele-
ments yield integral structures on inertial K-theory and inertial Chow theory, which
will correspond, under a kind of mirror symmetry, to the usual integral structures
on ordinary K-theory and Chow theory of an associated crepant resolution of the
orbifold cotangent bundle.

Remark 6.1. All results in this section hold for possibly nondiagonalizable G, pro-
vided that KG(IG X) is replaced by the augmentation completion of its Gorenstein
subring ǨG(IG X).

We begin by defining the appropriate notion of duality for inertial K-theory.

Definition 6.2. Consider the inertial K-theory (KG(IG X), ?, 1, ε̃, ψ̃) of a strongly
Gorenstein pair (R,S ) associated to a proper action of a diagonalizable group G
on X . The inertial dual is the map D̃ : KG(IG X)→ KG(IG X) defined by

D̃(V ) := V †
:= V ∗ · ρ(S ∗),

where
ρ(F ) := (−1)ε(F ) det(F ∗) (6.3)

for all classes of locally free sheaves F in KG(IG X) and det(F )= λε(F )F is the
class of the usual determinant line bundle of F . Note that in this definition the
dual ∗, as well as both ε and det, are the usual, noninertial forms.
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Theorem 6.4. Consider the inertial K-theory (KG(IG X), ?, 1, ε̃, ψ̃) of a strongly
Gorenstein pair (R,S ) for a diagonalizable group G with a proper action on X.

(1) D̃2 is the identity map, i.e., F ††
=F for all F ∈ KG(IG X).

(2) For all l ≥ 1, the inertial dual satisfies

D̃ ◦ ε̃ = ε̃ ◦ D̃ = ε̃ and ψ̃ l
◦ D̃ = D̃ ◦ ψ̃ l . (6.5)

(3) The inertial dual is a homomorphism of unital rings.

Before we give the proof of the theorem, we need to recall one fact from [Ful-
ton and Lang 1985] about the ordinary dual in K-theory, and we need to prove a
Riemann–Roch-type result for the ordinary dual.

Lemma 6.6 [Fulton and Lang 1985, Lemma I.5.1]. Let F be any locally free sheaf
of rank d. Then for all i with 0≤ i ≤ d we have

λi(F )= λd−i (F ∗)λd(F ). (6.7)

Theorem 6.8 (Riemann–Roch for the ordinary dual). Using the hypotheses and
notation from Theorem 3.34, and the definition of ρ given in (6.3), for all F

in KG(Y ) we have
(ι∗(F ))

∗
= ι∗(ρ(N ∗ι ) ·F

∗). (6.9)

Proof. We first observe, using Lemma 6.6, that for any locally free sheaf F ∈ KG(Y )
we have

λ−1(F )
∗
= λ−1(F )ρ(F ). (6.10)

We also observe that ordinary dualization commutes with pullback and is a ring
homomorphism. Because of these properties, the ordinary dual is a so-called natu-
ral operation, and the desired result follows immediately from Köck’s “Riemann–
Roch theorem without denominators” [1991, Satz 5.1]. �

Proof of Theorem 6.4. Part (1) follows from the identity ρ(F ∗)= (ρ(F ))−1.
The first equation of (2) is follows from the definition of ε̃. The second equation

of (2) follows from the identity θn(S ) = θn(S ∗)(det(S ))ε(S )−1, which follows
from the splitting principle in ordinary K-theory.

The proof of (3) is identical to the proof that ψ̃n is a homomorphism for all n≥ 1,
but where the Bott class θn is replaced by the class ρ and Theorem 3.34 is replaced
by Theorem 6.8. �

Definition 6.11. Let (K , · , 1, λ) be a λ-ring. For any integer d ≥ 0, an element
V ∈ K is said to have λ-degree d if λt(V ) is a degree-d polynomial in t . The
element V is said to be a λ-positive element of degree d of K if it has λ-degree d
for d ≥ 1 and λd(V ) is a unit of K . A λ-positive element of degree 1 is said to
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be a λ-line element of K . Let Pd := Pd(K ) be the set of λ-positive elements of
degree d in K , and let P =

∑
d Pd ⊂ K be the semigroup of positive elements.

Remark 6.12. If the λ-ring (K , · , 1, λ) has an involutive homomorphism K → K
taking F to FO that commutes with λi for all i ≥ 0, then it may be useful in the
definition of a λ-positive element of degree 1 to assume, in addition, that V −1

=V O.
However, we will later see that this condition automatically holds for the vir-
tual K-theory of Bµ2 (Proposition 7.2), P(1, 2) (Proposition 7.45), and P(1, 3)
(Proposition 7.64).

Proposition 6.13. Let (K , · , 1, λ) be a λ-ring.

(1) Addition in K induces a map Pd1 ×Pd2 → Pd1+d2 for all integers d1, d2 ≥ 1.

(2) Multiplication in K induces a map Pd1×Pd2→Pd1d2 for all integers d1, d2≥1.
In particular, the set P1 of λ-line elements of K forms a group.

(3) If K is torsion-free, then an element L in K has λ-degree 1 if and only if

ψ l(L )=L l (6.14)
for all integers l ≥ 1.

(4) For all V in Pd ,

γt(V − d)=
d∑

i=0

t i(1− t)d−iλi(V ). (6.15)

(5) For all integers i ≥ 0 and d ≥ 1, we have λi
: Pd → P(d

i)
. Furthermore, if K

is an augmented λ-algebra over Q with augmentation ε and V belongs to Pd ,
then, in K ,

ε(V )= d, (6.16)
and thus

ε(λi(V ))=
(d

i

)
. (6.17)

Proof. Part (1) follows from the fact that the product of invertible elements is invert-
ible. Part (2) follows from properties of the universal polynomials Pn appearing
in (3.2) of the definition of a λ-ring. Part (3) follows immediately from (3.9) and
the fact that K is torsion-free.

Equation (6.15) holds since, for all V in Pd , we have

γt(V − d)=
λt/(1−t)(V )

(1− t)−d = (1− t)d
d∑

i=0

( t
1−t

)i
λi(V )=

d∑
i=0

t i(1− t)d−iλi(V ).

To prove (5), the properties of the universal polynomials Pm,n (see Remark 3.6)
imply that λi

: Pd→ P(d
i) for all i ≥ 0. Hence, if V has λ-degree d , where d , i ≥ 1,

then, since λdV is invertible, so is λ(
d
i)(λi(V ))=(λdV )(

d−1
i−1).
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To prove (6.16) let us first suppose that F := L belongs to P1. Applying ε
to (6.14) for l = 2, we obtain ε(ψ2(L ))= ε(L 2)= ε(L )2, but ε(ψ2(L ))= ε(L ).
Thus ε(L )2 = ε(L ) but, since L is invertible and ε is a homomorphism of unital
rings, ε(L ) is invertible. Therefore, ε(L )= 1. More generally, if F belongs to Pd

for some integer d ≥ 1, then (3.18) implies that
(
ε(F )

d

)
= 1 and

0=
(
ε(F )

d+1

)
=

(
ε(F )

d

)
ε(F )−d

d+1
=
ε(F )−d

d+1
.

Therefore, ε(F )= d.
Finally, (6.17) follows from equations (3.18) and (6.16). �

In ordinary equivariant K-theory (KG(X),⊗, 1, ε), it is often useful to assume
that [X/G] is connected. This is not an actual restriction, since KG(X) can be
expressed as the direct sum of λ-rings or ψ-rings of the form KG(U ), where [U/G]
is a connected component of [X/G]. The condition that [X/G] is connected is
equivalent to the condition that the image of the augmentation is Z times the unit
element 1, i.e., one may interpret the augmentation as a map ε : KG(X)→ Z.

For an inertial K-theory (KG(IG X), ?, 1, ε̃), an additional condition must be
imposed in order for the inertial augmentation to have image equal to Z.

Definition 6.18. Let X be an algebraic space with an action of G and let (R,S )

be an inertial pair. For each m ∈ G, the restriction of S to Xm is denoted by Sm .
We say that the action of G on X is reduced with respect to the inertial pair

(R,S ) if Sm = 0 implies m = 1.

The following proposition is immediate:

Proposition 6.19. Consider the inertial K-theory (KG(IG X), ?, 1, ε̃) (respectively
the rational inertial K-theory (KG(IG X)Q, ?, 1, ε̃)) for some inertial pair (R,S ).
The image of the inertial augmentation ε̃ is equal to Z (respectively Q) times the
unit element 1 of KG(IG X) if and only if [X/G] is connected and the action of G
on X is reduced with respect to (R,S ).

In ordinary equivariant K-theory any vector bundle of rank d has λ-degree d.
Thus, if [X/G] is connected then, by definition, (KG(X), · , 1, ε, λ) (respectively
(KG(X)Q, · , 1, ε, λ)) is generated as a group (respectively Q-vector space) by the
classes of vector bundles and hence by elements of P .

In inertial K-theory (KG(IG X)Q, ?, 1, ε̃, λ̃), the situation is more complicated.
Equation (6.17) implies that if V is in Pd then, for any connected component U
of IG X r X1 which has S-age equal to 0, the restriction V |U must have ordi-
nary rank equal to 0 on U . Therefore, the Q-linear span of Pd cannot be equal
to KG(IG X)Q. Furthermore, even if [X/G] is connected and the action of G on X
is reduced with respect to the inertial pair (R,S ), there is no a priori reason that
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(KG(IG X)K, · , 1, ε̃, λ̃) is generated as a K-vector space by its λ-positive elements
for any field K containing Q.

Corollary 6.20. The Gorenstein subring (KG(IG X)Q, ?, 1, λ̃) is a λ-subring of
the inertial K-theory which is preserved by the inertial dual.

Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 6.13(2) and (4) and the fact that the
inertial dual maps Pd to Pd for all d . �

One thing that makes the elements Pd in (KG(IG X)Q, · , 1, ε̃, λ̃) interesting is
that in many ways they behave as though they were rank-d vector bundles. In
particular, they have inertial Euler classes in both K-theory and Chow rings.

Proposition 6.21. Let (KG(IG X)Q, ?, 1, ε̃, λ̃) be the inertial K-theory of a strongly
Gorenstein pair (R,S ) associated to a diagonalizable group G with a proper
action on X.

(1) The inertial Chern class c̃1
: P1→ A{1}G (IG X)Q is a group homomorphism.

(2) For all V in Pd and L in P1,

C̃h(L )= ẽxp(c̃1(L )) (6.22)
and

c̃t(V )=

d∑
i=0

c̃ i(V )t i , (6.23)

so c̃ i(V )= 0 for all i > d.

Proof. Part (1) follows from the fact that C̃h(L1 ?L2)= C̃h(L1) ? C̃h(L2) for all
L1 and L2 in P1. Picking off terms in A{1}G (IG X)Q and using C̃h1

= c̃1 and (6.17)
yields the desired result.

Equation (6.22) follows from (5.2) and (6.23), which yields

1+ t c̃1(L )= ẽxp
(∑

n≥1

(−1)n−1(n− 1)!tn C̃hn
(L )

)
,

which implies that C̃hn
(L )= c̃1(L )n/n!, as desired. Equation (6.23) follows from

(5.19) and (6.15). �

The inertial dual allows us to introduce a generalization of the Euler class.

Definition 6.24. Let (KG(IG X)Q, ?, 1, ε̃, λ̃) be the inertial K-theory associated to
(R,S ). Let V belong to Pd . The inertial Euler class in KG(IG X)Q of V is

λ̃−1(V
†)=

d∑
i=0

(−1)i λ̃i(V †).

The inertial Euler class of V in A{d}G (IG X)Q is defined to be c̃d(F ).
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The inertial Euler classes are multiplicative by Proposition 6.13(1) and the mul-
tiplicativity of c̃t and λ̃t .

Finally, we observe that P1 is preserved by the action of certain groups. This
will be useful in our analysis of the virtual K-theory of P(1, n).

Definition 6.25. Let (K , · , 1, ψ, ε) be a torsion-free, augmented ψ-ring. A trans-
lation group of K is an additive subgroup J of K such that, for all n ≥ 1, j ∈ J ,
and x ∈ K , the following identities hold:

(1) ψn( j)= nj ,

(2) x · j = ε(x) j ,

(3) ε(x) j ∈ J .

Proposition 6.26. Let (K , · , 1, ψ, ε) be a torsion-free augmented ψ-ring. If J is a
translation subgroup of K , then ε(J )= 0, J 2

= 0, and J is an ideal of the ring K .
Furthermore, J acts freely on P1, where J ×P1→ P1 is ( j,L ) 7→ j +L .

Proof. For all j in J and integers n ≥ 1, ε(ψn( j)) = ε( j) by the definition
of an augmented ψ-ring. On the other hand, ε(ψn( j)) = ε(nj) = nε( j) for all
integers n ≥ 1 by condition (1) in the definition of a translation group. Therefore,
ε( j)= 0 since K is torsion-free. The fact that J 2

= 0 and J is an ideal of K follows
from conditions (2) and (3) in the definition of a translation group.

Consider L in P1 and j in J . We have

ψn(L + j)= ψn(L )+ψn( j)=L n
+ nj = (L + j)n,

where the second equality is by (6.14) and condition (1) in the definition of a
translation group, and the last is from the binomial theorem and the fact that J 2

= 0
since ε(L ) = 1. Hence, by (6.14), L + j has λ-degree 1. Also, notice that
(L −1

− j)(L + j)= 1, so L + j is invertible and thus an element of P1. �

7. Examples

In this section, we work out some examples of inertial ψ-rings and λ-rings.

The classifying stack of a finite abelian group. In this section we discuss the case
where X is a point with a trivial action by a finite group G and the trivial inertial
pair R = 0 and S = 0. Since G is zero-dimensional, its tangent bundle is 0, so the
orbifold and virtual inertial pairs (Definitions 2.18 and 2.20) are both trivial. We
begin with some general results and conclude with explicit computations for the
special case of the cyclic group G = µ2 of order 2.
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General results. Let X be a point with the trivial action of a finite abelian group G.
The inertia scheme is IG X = G, which also has a trivial G action. The orbifold K-
theory of BG := [X/G] is additively the Grothendieck group KG(IG X)= KG(G)
of G-equivariant vector bundles over G; however, the orbifold product on KG(G)
differs from the ordinary one, as we now describe.

The double inertia manifold is I 2
G X = G × G with the diagonal conjugation

action of G (again, trivial); the evaluation maps ei : G×G→ G are the projection
maps onto the i-th factor for i = 1, 2; and µ :G×G→G is the multiplication map.
Let F and G be G-equivariant vector bundles on G; then F ?G := µ∗(F �G ) is
the G-equivariant vector bundle over G whose fiber over the point m in G is

(F ?G )m =
⊕

m1m2=m

Fm1 ⊗Gm2, (7.1)

where the sum is over all pairs (m1,m2) ∈ G2 such that m1m2 = m.
The orbifold K-theory (KG(G), ?, 1) of BG can naturally be identified with

two better-known rings: first, the group ring R(G)[G] of G with coefficients in the
representation ring R(G) of G, and second, the representation ring Rep(D(G))
of the Drinfeld double D(G) of the group G (see [Kaufmann and Pham 2009,
Theorem 4.13]). The ring Rep(D(G)) has been studied in some detail in [Dijkgraaf
et al. 1990; Kaufmann and Pham 2009; Witherspoon 1996].

In this case the orbifold Chern classes are all trivial, i.e., c̃t(F )= 1 for all F .
This follows from two facts. First, S = 0, so C̃ht(F ) = Cht(F ) is the classical
Chern character. Second, Ai(BG)Q= 0 for i > 0 because BG is a zero-dimensional
Deligne–Mumford stack. Thus, Cht(F )= rk(F ) for every F ∈ KG(IG X).

Since S = 0 on IG X , the orbifold Adams operations in KG(G) agree with the
ordinary ones, i.e., ψ̃ i

:= ψ i for all i ≥ 1.

The classifying stack Bµ2. We now consider the special case where G = µ2 is
the cyclic group of order 2. For each m ∈ G and each irreducible representation
α ∈ Irrep(µ2) = {±1}, let V α

m denote the bundle on G which is 0 away from the
one-point set {m} ∈ IG X = µ2 and which is equal to α on {m}. In this case the free
abelian group Kµ2(µ2) decomposes as

K (IBµ2)= Kµ2(µ2)= Kµ2({1})⊕ Kµ2({−1})

and has a basis consisting of the four elements V 1
1 , V−1

1 , V 1
−1, and V−1

−1 .

Proposition 7.2. The orbifold λ-ring (K (IBµ2)Q, ?, 1, λ̃) satisfies the following:

λ̃t(V 1
1 )= 1+ t, (7.3)

λ̃t(V−1
1 )= 1+ tV−1

1 , (7.4)
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λ̃t(V 1
−1)= 1+ tV 1

−1+
t2

2(1+ t)
(1− V 1

−1), (7.5)

λ̃t(V−1
−1 )= 1+ V−1

−1 t +
t2

2(1− t2)
(1− tV−1

1 − V 1
−1+ tV−1

−1 ). (7.6)

There are four elements in P1, namely V±1
1 and

σ± :=
1
2(V

1
1 + V−1

1 ± (V
1
−1− V−1

−1 )),

with multiplication given by

σ± ? σ± = V 1
1 , V−1

1 ? σ± = σ∓, and σ+ ? σ− = V−1
1 .

Proof. Equations (7.3) and (7.4) hold since {V 1
1 , V−1

1 } generates a subring of
(Kµ2(µ2)Q, ?) isomorphic as a λ-ring to the ordinary representation ring K (Bµ2).

Let us introduce some notation. If f (t) is a formal power series in t , let

f±(t) := 1
2( f (t)± f (−t)).

In order to prove (7.5), we observe that ψ̃k
=ψk

=ψk+2 for all k ≥ 1. This can be
seen from (3.14) and the fact that any irreducible representation V of G is a line
element satisfying V 2

= 1.
Let λt := exp

(∑
∞

k=1((−1)k−1/k)tkψk
)
. Since

ψk(V 1
−1)= V 1

−1 for all k ≥ 1, (7.7)
we obtain

λ̃t(V 1
−1)= exp

( ∞∑
k=1

(−1)k−1

k
tk V 1
−1

)
= exp(V 1

−1 log(1+ t)).

Since we have
(V 1
−1)

k
=

{
V 1
−1 if k is odd,

V 1
1 = 1 if k is even,

we obtain

exp(V 1
−1 log(1+ t))= exp+(V

1
−1 log(1+ t))+ exp−(V

1
−1 log(1+ t))

= exp+(log(1+ t))+ V 1
−1 exp−(log(1+ t))

=
1+t+(1+t)−1

2
+ V 1
−1

1+t−(1+t)−1

2

=
1+t

2
(1+ V 1

−1)+
1

2(1+t)
(1− V 1

−1),

which agrees with (7.5).
The proof of (7.6) is similar. Since, for all k ≥ 1,

ψk(V−1
−1 )=

{
V−1
−1 if k is odd,

V 1
−1 if k is even,

(7.8)
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we obtain λ̃t(V−1
−1 )= exp(ψt(V 1

−1))= exp(V−1
−1 log−(1+ t)+V 1

−1 log+(1+ t)) and

λ̃t(V−1
−1 )= exp(V−1

−1 log−(1+ t)) exp(V 1
−1 log+(1+ t)). (7.9)

Since

exp(V−1
−1 log−(1+t))

= exp+(V
−1
−1 log−(1+t))+ exp−(V

−1
−1 log−(1+t))

= exp+(log−(1+t))+ V−1
−1 exp−(log−(1+t))

=
1
2

(
exp

( 1
2(log(1+t)− log(1−t))

)
+ exp

(
−

1
2(log(1+t)− log(1−t))

))
+

1
2 V−1
−1

(
exp

( 1
2(log(1+t)− log(1−t))

)
− exp

(
−

1
2(log(1+t)− log(1−t))

))
=

1
2

((1+t
1−t

)1
2
+

(1−t
1+t

)1
2
)
+

1
2

V−1
−1

((1+t
1−t

)1
2
−

(1−t
1+t

)1
2
)
,

we obtain

exp(V−1
−1 log−(1+ t))=

1+ tV−1
−1

(1− t2)
1
2

. (7.10)

Also, since

exp(V 1
−1 log+(1+t))

= exp+(V
1
−1 log+(1+t))+ exp−(V

1
−1 log+(1+t))

= exp+(log+(1+t))+ V 1
−1 exp−(log+(1+t))

=
1
2

(
exp

(1
2(log(1+t)+ log(1−t))

)
+ exp

(
−

1
2(log(1+t)+ log(1−t))

))
+

1
2 V 1
−1
(
exp

( 1
2(log(1+t)+ log(1−t))

)
− exp

(
−

1
2(log(1+t)+ log(1−t))

))
=

1
2((1− t2)

1
2 + (1− t2)−

1
2 )+ 1

2 V 1
−1((1− t2)

1
2 − (1− t2)−

1
2 ),

we obtain

exp(V 1
−1 log−(1+ t))=

2− t2
− V 1
−1t2

2(1− t2)
1
2

. (7.11)

Plugging equations (7.10) and (7.11) into (7.9) and then expanding using (7.1)
yields (7.6).

The fact that V±1
1 is in P1 is immediate, since the orbifold λ-ring structure

reduces to the ordinary λ-ring structure on the untwisted sector. The fact that σ± is
in P1 follows from (6.14) as follows: Since ψ̃k

=ψk
=ψk+2 for all k≥ 1, it suffices

to check that ψ2(σ±)= σ± ? σ± = V 1
1 . But this is immediate from equations (7.7)

and (7.8):

ψ2(σ±)=
1
2((V

1
1 )

2
+ (V−1

1 )2± (V 1
−1− V 1

−1))= V 1
1 . �
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The virtual K-theory and virtual Chow ring of P(1, n). Let X := C2 r {0} and
G :=C×, with the action C×× X→ X defined by taking (t, (a, b)) to (ta, tnb). In
this section, we first develop some general results about the virtual K-theory and
virtual Chow theory of the weighted projective line P(1, n) := [X/C×]. Recall
(see Definition 2.20) that the inertial pair associated to the virtual product is given
by S = N , where N is the normal bundle of the projection morphism IC×X→ X ,
and R is given by (2.21). We work out the full inertial K-theory and Chow theory
for the weighted projective spaces P(1, 2) and P(1, 3), and we compare our results
with the usual K-theory and Chow theory of the resolution of singularities of the
coarse moduli spaces of the cotangent bundles to these orbifolds.

General results on the K-theory of P(1, n) and its inertia. Since the action of C×

on Cr {0} has weights (1, n), the only elements of C× with nonempty fixed loci
are the n-th roots of unity. For m ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, let Xm denote the fixed locus
of the element e2π im/n in X .

With this notation, X0
= X , so [X0/C×] = P(1, n). For m > 0,

Xm
= {(0, b) | b 6= 0} = C×.

For each m > 0, the action of C× on Xm has weight n, so the quotient [Xm/C×] is
the classifying stack Bµn . The inertia variety is IC×X =

∐n−1
m=0 Xm , so the inertia

stack I P(1, n) decomposes as P(1, n)t
∐n−1

m=1 Bµn .
We now compute the classical equivariant Grothendieck and Chow rings of the

inertia variety, or equivalently the Grothendieck and Chow rings of the inertia stack.

Notation 7.12. Let χ be the defining character of C×. We can associate to χ a C×-
equivariant line bundle on X . It is the trivial bundle X ×C with C× action given
by β(a, b, v) = (βa, βnb, βv). For each m, denote by χm the class in KC×(Xm)

corresponding to the pullback of this C×-equivariant line bundle to Xm .
The character χ has a first Chern class c1(χ) ∈ A1

C×
(pt), and we denote by

cm the pullback of c1(χ) to A1
C×
(Xm) under the projection Xm

→ pt. With this
notation, c1(χm)= cm .

Proposition 7.13. We have the following isomorphisms for all m ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}:

KC×(X0)= K (P(1, n))∼=
Z[χ0]

〈(χ0− 1)(χn
0 − 1)〉

, (7.14)

KC×(Xm)= K (Bµn)∼=
Z[χm]

〈χn
m − 1〉

, (7.15)

A∗C×(X
0)= A∗(P(1, n))∼=

Z[c0]

〈nc2
0〉
, (7.16)

A∗C×(X
m)= A∗(Bµn)∼=

Z[cm]

〈ncm〉
. (7.17)
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Proof. Since C2 is smooth, Thomason’s equivariant resolution theorem [1987a]
identifies the equivariant K-theory of vector bundles with the equivariant K-theory
of coherent sheaves. It follows that there is a four-term localization exact sequence
for equivariant K-theory [Thomason 1987b]

KC×({0})
i∗
−→ KC×(C

2)
j∗
−→ KC×(X0)−→ 0, (7.18)

where i : {0} ↪→ C2 is a closed embedding and j : X0
→ C2 is an open immersion.

Equation (7.18) implies that KC×(X0) is the quotient of KC×(C
2) by the image

of KC×({0}) under the pushforward induced by the inclusion i . Since C2 is a
representation of C×, the homotopy property of equivariant K-theory implies that
KC×(C

2)=Rep(C×)=Z[χ, χ−1
]. The projection formula implies that i∗KC×({0})

is an ideal in Z[χ, χ−1
], and KC×(X0) is the quotient of Z[χ, χ−1

] by this ideal. By
the self-intersection formula in equivariant K-theory [Köck 1998, Corollary 3.9],
i∗i∗KC×({0}) = eu(N{0})KC×({0}), where N{0} is the normal bundle to the origin
in C2. Since C× acts with weights (1, n), the class of the normal bundle is χ +χn

and eu(N{0})= (1−χ−1)(1−χ−n). Since the pullback i∗ : KC×(C
2)→ KC×({0})

is an isomorphism, i∗(KC×({0})) is the ideal generated by (1− χ−1)(1− χ−n).
Thus, KC×(X0) = Z[χ, χ−1

]/〈(1− χ−1)(1− χ−n)〉. Clearing denominators and
observing that the relation already implies that χ is a unit, we have the presentation
KC×(X0)= Z[χ ]/〈(χ − 1)(χn

− 1)〉. Since χ0 is our notation for the pullback of
χ to X0, we obtain the presentation Z[χ0]/〈(χ0− 1)(χn

0 − 1)〉.
For m > 0 observe that, if C× acts on C× = C r {0} by λ · v = λnv, then the

C×-equivariant normal bundle to {0} in C is χn . The same argument as above
implies that KC×(C

×)= Z[χ, χ−1
]/〈1−χ−n

〉. Clearing denominators and using
the notation χm for χ on Xm gives the desired presentation.

The proof in Chow theory is similar. We again use the five-term localization se-
quence for equivariant Chow groups [Edidin and Graham 1998] to see that A∗

C×
(Xm)

is a quotient of A∗
C×
(pt)= Z[c1(χ)]. We can again apply the self-intersection for-

mula. In Chow theory, eu(χ)= c1(χ), while eu(χ+χn)= c2(χ+χ
n)= n(c1(χ))

2,
which gives the relations in (7.17) and (7.16). �

Remark 7.19. As a consequence of the relations in Proposition 7.13, an additive
basis for K (I P(1, n)) is given by n2

+1 classes of the form χ k
m , where the subscript

refers to the sector while the superscript is an exponent. Including the untwisted
sector X0 there are n sectors, so 0≤ m ≤ n− 1. If m > 0, then the exponent k is
in [0, n− 1], while if m = 0 then the exponent k is in [0, n].

Similarly, the classes {ck
m}k∈N for 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 generate A∗

C×
(IC×(X)) =

A∗(I P(1, n)). Again, in the notation ck
m the subscript refers to the sector and the

superscript to the exponent. Note the relations in the presentation imply that only c0

and the fundamental classes c0
m = [X

m
] are nontorsion.
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Remark 7.20. If f : X → Y is any morphism of G-varieties, then the pullback
f ∗ : KG(Y )→ KG(X) is a homomorphism of λ-rings, since, for any G-equivariant
vector bundle, 3k( f ∗V )= f ∗(3k V ). Applying this observation to the pullbacks
KC×(C

2)→ KC×(X0) and KC×(C)→ KC×(Xm), this means that for all m ≥ 0 the
classical λ-ring structure on KC×(Xm) is induced from the usual λ-ring structure
on Z[χm, χ

−1
m ] defined by setting λt(χ

k
m)= 1+ tχ k

m .

Remark 7.21. For any m > 0 the map Xm
→ X is an embedding of codimension 1,

so the S-age of Xm is 1 and the age of X0 is 0. Hence the virtual degree of c0 is 1,
as is the virtual degree of the fundamental class c0

m = [X
m
] for m > 0.

The virtual Chern character homomorphism is very simple: in A∗(I P(1, n))Q,
ck

0 = 0 for k > 1 and, if m > 1, then cl
m = 0 for l 6= 0. Stated more precisely, the

map C̃h : K (I P(1, n))→ A∗(I P(1, n))Q satisfies

C̃h(χa
0 )= c0

0+ ac1
0 (7.22)

for all a ∈ Z and, for m ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, we have C̃h(χa
m)= c0

m .

We now compute the virtual product.

Theorem 7.23. The virtual product on K (I P(1, n)) satisfies

χa1
m1
? χa2

m2
=


χ

a1+a2
m1+m2

if m1 = 0 or m2 = 0,
χ

a1+a2
0 (1− 2χ−1

0 +χ
−2
0 ) if m1+m2 = n,

χ
a1+a2
m1+m2

(1−χ−1
m1+m2

) otherwise,

and the virtual product in A∗(I P(1, n)) satisfies

ca1
m1
? ca2

m2
=


ca1+a2

m1+m2
if m1 = 0 or m2 = 0,

ca1+a2+2
0 if m1+m2 = n,

ca1+a2+1
m1+m2

otherwise.

Here the sum m1+m2 is understood to be reduced modulo n and all products on
the right-hand side are the classical product in KC×(Xm1+m2) (or A∗

C×
(Xm1+m2)).

In particular, the classes χ−1
m are defined via (7.14) and (7.15).

Remark 7.24. Since c2
0 = 0 in A∗(I P(1, n))Q, and since for all m > 0 we have

cm = 0 in A∗(I P(1, n))Q, Theorem 7.23 implies that all products ca0
m1 ? ca1

m2
are

equal to 0 unless one of the classes is the identity c0
0. It follows that the rational vir-

tual Chow ring is isomorphic to the graded ring Q[t0, t1, . . . , tn−1]/〈t0, . . . , tn−1〉
2,

where t0 corresponds to c1
0 and tm corresponds to c0

m for all m ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.

Before proving Theorem 7.23, we first need some notation for KC×(I 2
C×

X) and
A∗

C×
(I 2

C×
X).

Notation 7.25. Given a pair (m1,m2) ∈ (Zn)
2 let Xm1,m2 = Xm1 ∩ Xm2 . We have

Xm1,m2 = {(0, b) | b 6= 0} ⊂ X unless m1 = m2 = 0, and X0,0
= X . The double
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inertia decomposes as I 2
C×

X =
∐
(m1,m2)∈(Zn)2

Xm1,m2 . For each pair (m1,m2), let
χm1,m2 ∈ KC×(Xm1,m2) be the class corresponding to the character χ ∈ Rep(C×).
With this notation, Proposition 7.13 implies that

KC×(Xm1,m2)=

{
Z[χm1,m2]/〈χ

n
m1,m2

− 1〉 if (m1,m2) 6= (0, 0),
Z[χ0,0]/〈(χ0,0− 1)(χn

0,0− 1)〉 if (m1,m2)= (0, 0).

Similarly, we let cm1,m2 be the class in A1
C×
(Xm1,m2) corresponding to c1(χ).

Proof of Theorem 7.23. We first use (2.14) with S = N and compute the re-
striction of R to Xm1,m2 . With our additive notation, the multiplication map µ :
I 2
C×

X→ IC×X maps Xm1,m2 → Xm1+m2 , so in KC×(Xm1,m2) we have

R|Xm1,m2 = (e∗1 Nm1 + e∗2 Nm2 −µ
∗Nm1+m2 + Tµ, )|Xm1,m2 , (7.26)

where Nm denotes the normal bundle to Xm in X .
First suppose that m1 = 0. Then Xm1,m2 = Xm2 = Xm1+m2 . It follows that

µ : Xm1,m2 → Xm1+m2 is the identity map, so (Tµ)|Xm1,m2 = 0. Also, Nm1 = 0 and
Nm1+m2 = Nm2 , so plugging into (7.26) gives R|Xm1,m2 = 0. In this case, χα1

m1
? χα2

m2

corresponds to the usual product χα1χα2 = χα1+α2 , but viewed as an element of
KC×(Xm1+m2). In our notation, this class is χα1+α2

m1+m2
.

Next suppose that m1 and m2 are nonzero, but m1 + m2 = n. In this case,
Xm1,m2 = Xm1 = Xm2 = {(0, b) | b 6= 0}, while Xm1+m2 = X0

= C2 r {0}. Since
C× acts with weights (1, n), the normal bundle to {(0, b) | b 6= 0} ⊂ C2 r {0}
is the bundle determined by the character χ , so in our notation Nm1 = χm1 and
Nm2 = χm2 , and Nm1+m2 = 0. The map µ : Xm1,m2 → Xm1+m2 is the inclusion
and (Tµ)|Xm1,m2 =−(Nµ|Xm1,m2 ) corresponds to the class −χ , which on Xm1,m2 we
denote by −χm1,m2 . Since

R|Xm1,m2 = e∗1χm1 |Xm1,m2 + e∗2χm2 |Xm1,m2 −χm1,m2

= χm1,m2 +χm1,m2 −χm1,m2 = χm1,m2,

it follows that

χα1
m1
? χα2

m2
= µ∗(χ

α1
m1,m2

·χα2
m1,m2

· eu(χm1,m2))= µ∗(χ
α1+α2
m1,m2

(1−χ−1
m1,m2

)).

Since the class χm1,m2 is pulled back from the character χ ∈Rep(C×), the projection
formula yields the further simplification χα1

m1
? χα2

m2
= χ

α1+α2
m1+m2

(1−χ−1
m1
)µ∗(1). To

compute µ∗(1) consider the diagram of inclusions

C C2

Xm1,m2 = Cr {0} C2 r {0} = Xm1+m2 .

j

µ
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Then µ∗(1) is the restriction to KC×(Xm1+m2) of the image of j∗(1). By the
self-intersection formula, j∗ j∗(1)= eu(N j )= (1−χ−1) under the identification of
KC×(C)=Rep(C×). Since j∗ is an isomorphism, we conclude that j∗(1)=(1−χ−1)

and then, restricting to KC×(Xm1+m2), we obtain µ∗(1)= (1−χ−1
m1+m2

). Hence

χα1
m1
? χα2

m2
= χ

α1+α2
m1+m2

(1−χ−1
m1+m2

)2.

If m1, m2 6= 0 and m1+m2 6= 0, then Xm1,m2 = Xm1 = Xm2 = Xm1+m2 , so e1, e2,
and µ are all identity maps. In this case,

R|Xm1,m2 = e∗1χm1 |Xm1,m2 + e∗2χm2 |Xm1,m2 −µ
∗χm1+m2 |Xm1,m2 = χm1,m2

and
χα1

m1
? χα2

m2
= χ

α1+α2
m1+m2

(1−χ−1
m1+m2

).

The proof in Chow theory is similar. If m1, m2 6= 0, then eu(R)= cm1,m2 is in
A1

C×
(Xm1,m2) and, if m1+m2 = n, then µ∗(1)= cm1+m2 , which gives the factors

of c2
m1+m2

and cm1+m2 appearing above. �

In order to calculate the virtual ψ-operations, for all m ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} we need
the l-th Bott class θ l(S ∗m) in KC×(Xm), which satisfies

θ l(S ∗m)= θ
l(χ−1

m )=

l−1∑
i=0

χ−i
m .

Applying (5.5) gives the virtual ψ-operations ψ̃k
: K (I P(1, n))→ K (I P(1, n)).

Definition 7.27. Let K be Q or C. For all m ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, let 1m =
∑n−1

i=0 χ
i
m

in KC×(Xm) (respectively KC×(Xm)K) and 10 =−χ
0
0 +χ

n
0 in KC×(X0) (respec-

tively KC×(X0)K). Let J (respectively JK) be the additive group (respectively
K-vector space) generated by {1i }

n
i=0. Let ψ̃0 be the inertial augmentation ε̃.

Lemma 7.28. Let
(
K (I P(1, n)), ?, 1, ε̃, ψ̃

)
be the virtual K-theory ring.

(1) For all m ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and Fm in KC×(Xm), we have the identity with
respect to the ordinary product

1m ·Fm = εm(Fm)1m . (7.29)

(2) For all j in J and F in the virtual K-theory ring K (I P(1, n)),

F ? j = ε̃(F ) j, J ? J = 0, and ε̃(J )= 0. (7.30)

(3) For all l ≥ 1 and j ∈ J , we have the identity

ψ̃ l( j)= l j. (7.31)

In particular, J is a translation group of the virtual K-theory K (I P(1, n)).
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Proof. Equation (7.29) follows from the identity (χn
0 −1)(χ1

0 −1)= 0 in KC×(X0),
and χn

m − 1= 0 in KC×(Xm) for all m 6= 0.
Equation (7.30) follows from Theorem 7.23 and (7.29). The fact that J ? J = 0

follows from (7.30) and the fact that ε̃(1m)= 0 for all m.
To prove (7.31), we first consider

ψ̃ l(10)= ψ
l(−1+χn

0 )=−1+χnl
0 =−1+ (1+ (χn

0 − 1))l

=−1+ (1+ l(χn
0 − 1))= l10,

where we have used the binomial series and the relation (χn
0 −1)(χ1

0 −1)= 0 in the
fourth equality. Let m 6= 0, ζn := e2π i/n , and x = χ1

m , and assume in the following
that all products are ordinary products. By definition,

ψ̃ l(1m)= ψ
l(1m) · θ

l(x−1)= ψ l
( n−1∑

i=0

x i
) l−1∑

j=0

(x− j )=

n−1∑
i=0

(x l)i
l−1∑
j=0

x− j .

To prove (7.31), consider the algebra isomorphism

KC×(Xm)Q =
Q[x]
〈xn − 1〉

ϒ
−→Q×Q[t]/(1+ t + · · ·+ tn−1)

defined by ϒ( f ) := ( f (1), f (ζn)). Then ϒ(ψ̃ l(1m))= (nl, 0)= lϒ(1m). �

Proposition 7.32. Let ϕ0 : K (I P(1, n))→ Z be the additive map that is supported
on KC×(X0) such that ϕ0(χ

s
0)= s for all s ∈ {0, . . . , n}.

For all k ≥ 0 and a ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, we have the identity in virtual K-theory(
K (I P(1, n)), ?, 1, ε̃, ψ̃

)
,

ψ̃nk+a
= ψ̃a

+ k10ϕ0+

n∑
m=1

k1mεm, (7.33)

where εm(F ) denotes the ordinary augmentation of Fm in KC×(Xm) of F .

Proof. For all k ≥ 1, let ψ̃k
m(F ) := ψ̃

k(Fm) for all F =
∑n

m=0 Fm , where Fm

belongs to KC×(Xm).
If a ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, k ≥ 0, s ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and x = χ1

0 , then

ψ̃nk+a
0 (x s)= (xn)ks xas

= (1+(xn
−1))ks xas

= (1+ks(xn
−1))xas

= x sa
+ks10,

where we have used the relation (xn
− 1)(x − 1)= 0 in KC×(X0) in the third and

fourth equalities. Therefore, for all n, k ≥ 0 and a ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, we have

ψ̃nk+a
0 = ψ̃a

0 + k10ϕ0. (7.34)
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If m ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, then, adopting the convention that θ0(0)= 1 and θ0(χ s
m)= 0

for all s, we obtain

ψ̃nk+a
m (χ s

m)= ψ
nk+a
m (χ s

m)θ
nk+a(S ∗m)

= ψa
m(χ

s
m)(k1m + θ

a(S ∗m))= kψa
m(χ

s
m)1m +ψ

a
m(χ

s
m)θ

a(S ∗m)

= kεm(ψ
a
m(χ

s
m))1m + ψ̃

a
m(χ

s
m)= k1m + ψ̃

a
m(χ

s
m),

where we have used periodicity ofψ , the fact that Sm=χ
1
m for all m∈{1, . . . , n−1},

the relation (χ1
m)

n
− 1= 0 in KG(Xm) (with respect to the ordinary multiplication),

(7.29), and the fact that εmψ
a
m = εm . Consequently, we have

ψ̃nk+a
m = ψ̃a

m + k1mεm (7.35)

for all n, k ≥ 0, a ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, and m ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.
Equations (7.34) and (7.35) yield (7.33). �

Proposition 7.36. In the virtual K-theory
(
K (I P(1, n))Q, ?, 1, ε̃, ψ̃

)
, an invertible

element L is a λ-line element with respect to its inertial λ-ring structure if and only
if ε̃(L )= 1 and (6.14) holds for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Proof. First, (6.14) holds for l = 1 by definition of a ψ-ring. Suppose that L

in K (I P(1, n))Q satisfies (6.14) for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We now prove that (6.14)
holds for all l. We do this by induction on k in the expression nk+ a, as follows:
Suppose for each a ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists k ≥ 0 such that (6.14) holds for all
l ∈ {a, n+ a, . . . , nk+ a}. Equation (7.33) implies that

ψ̃n(k+1)+a(L )= ψ̃a(L )+ (k+ 1) j (L ), (7.37)

where j (L ) := ϕ0(L )10+
∑n

m=11mεm(L ) belongs to J . However,

L n(k+1)+a
=L nk+aL n

= (ψ̃a(L )+ k j (L ))(ψ̃0(L )+ j (L ))

= (ψ̃a(L )+ k j (L ))(1+ j (L ))

= ψ̃a(L )+ k j (L )+ ψ̃a(L ) j (L )+ k j (L )2

= ψ̃a(L )+ (k+ 1) j (L )

= ψ̃n(k+1)+a(L ),

where we have used the induction hypothesis and (7.37) in the second equality,
the definition ψ̃0

= ε̃ in the third equality, Lemma 7.28 in the fifth, the fact that
ε̃ ◦ ψ̃q

= ε̃ in the fifth, and (7.37) in the sixth. �

Remark 7.38. Proposition 7.36 reduces the problem of finding λ-line elements
of K (I P(1, n))Q to solving a finite number of equations for n2

+ 1 (the rank of
K (I P(1, n))) unknowns. Furthermore, since the action of the translation group J ,
which is of rank n, respects P1 by Proposition 6.26, it is enough to solve for only
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n2
− n+ 1 variables satisfying (6.14) for all l ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, as all other λ-line

elements will be their J-translates.

Corollary 7.39. Let P1 be the semigroup of λ-line elements of the virtual K-theory(
K (I P(1, n))Q, ?, 1, ε̃, λ̃

)
. Each JQ-orbit in P1 contains a unique representative

L such that L ?n
= 1.

Proof. Given F in P1, we have F ?n
= ψ̃n(F ) = 1 + j for some j in JQ by

Proposition 7.32. If L =F − j/n, then by (7.30) we have L ?n
= (F − j/n)?n =

F ?n
− j = 1+ j − j = 1. �

The virtual K-theory and virtual Chow ring of P(1, 2). We now study the virtual
K-theory and virtual Chow theory (with either Q or C coefficients) of the weighted
projective line P(1, 2) := [X/C×]. By [Edidin et al. 2016, Theorem 4.2.2] they are
isomorphic to the orbifold K-theory and orbifold Chow theory, respectively, of the
cotangent bundle T ∗P(1, 2).

Remark 7.40. For the remainder of this section, unless otherwise specified, all
products are the virtual products.

Let λ̃ : K (I P(1, 2))Q→ K (I P(1, 2))Q denote the induced virtual λ-ring struc-
ture. In order to describe the group of λ-line elements P1 of

(
K (I P(1, 2))Q, · , 1, λ̃

)
,

it will be useful to introduce the injective map f :Q2
→ K (I P(1, 2))Q defined by

f (α, β) := α10+β11, (7.41)

whose image is the translation group JQ of K (I P(1, 2))Q.
Consider the following injective maps from Q2 to K (I P(1, 2))Q:

ρ0(α, β) := χ
0
0 + f (α, β), (7.42)

ρ1(α, β) := χ
1
0 + f (α, β), (7.43)

ρ±(α, β) :=
1
2(χ

0
0 +χ

1
0 ±χ

0
1 )+ f (α, β). (7.44)

Proposition 7.45. In the virtual K-theory
(
K (I P(1, 2))Q, ?, 1, λ̃

)
, the group of

λ-line elements P1 is the disjoint union of the images of the four maps ρ0, ρ1,
and ρ±, and the restriction of the inertial dual P1→ P1 agrees with the operation
of taking the inverse. In particular, K (I P(1, 2))Q is spanned as a Q-vector space
by P1. The multiplication in P1 is given by the equations

ρ0(α, β)ρ0(α
′, β ′)= ρ0(α+α

′, β +β ′), (7.46)

ρ0(α, β)ρ1(α
′, β ′)= ρ1(α+α

′, β +β ′), (7.47)

ρ0(α, β)ρ±(α
′, β ′)= ρ±(α+α

′, β +β ′), (7.48)

ρ1(α, β)ρ1(α
′, β ′)= ρ0(α+α

′
+ 1, β +β ′), (7.49)

ρ1(α, β)ρ±(α
′, β ′)= ρ∓

(
α+α′+ 1

2 , β +β
′
±

1
2

)
, (7.50)
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ρ±(α, β)ρ±(α
′, β ′)= ρ0

(
α+α′+ 1

2 , β +β
′
±

1
2

)
, (7.51)

ρ+(α, β)ρ−(α
′, β ′)= ρ1(α+α

′, β +β ′). (7.52)

The inverses are given by the equations

ρ0(α, β)
−1
= ρ0(−α,−β), (7.53)

ρ1(α, β)
−1
= ρ1(−(1+α),−β), (7.54)

ρ±(α, β)
−1
= ρ±

(
−
(
α+ 1

2

)
,−β ∓ 1

2

)
. (7.55)

Proof. We first show that the set of line elements P1 in the virtual K-theory
K := K (I P(1, 2))Q is the union of the images of the maps ρ0, ρ1, and ρ±. Since
{χ0

0 , χ
1
0 , χ

1
1 ,10,11} is a Q-basis for K , it follows from Proposition 6.26 that every

element of P1 can be uniquely written as L+ f (α, β), where L is an element in P1

of the form L = c0
0χ

0
0 + c1

0χ
1
0 + c1

1χ
1
1 , for some c0

0, c1
0, c1

1, α, β ∈Q. We will now
find all such elements L in P1. By Proposition 7.36, L belongs to P1 if and only
if it is invertible with ε̃(L) = 1 and ψ̃2(L) = L2. Using the definition of ψ̃2, we
obtain

ψ̃2(L)= c0
0χ

0
0 + c1

0χ
2
0 + c1

1(χ
0
1 +χ

1
1 ),

and the virtual multiplication yields

L2
=(c0

0χ
0
0+c1

0χ
1
0+c1

1χ
1
1 )

2

=(c0
0)

2χ0
0+(c

1
0)

2χ2
0+(c

1
1)

2(χ1
1 )

2
+2c0

0c1
0χ

1
0+2c0

0c1
1χ

1
1+2c1

0c1
1χ

1
0χ

1
1

=(c0
0)

2χ0
0+(c

1
0)

2χ2
0+(c

1
1)

2(χ0
0−2χ1

0+χ
2
0 )+2c0

0c1
0χ

1
0+2c0

0c1
1χ

1
1+2c1

0c1
1χ

0
1

=((c0
0)

2
+(c1

1)
2)χ0

0+2(c0
0c1

0−(c
1
1)

2)χ1
0+((c

1
0)

2
+(c1

1)
2)χ2

0+2c1
0c1

1χ
0
1+2c0

0c1
1χ

1
1 ,

so ψ̃2(L)− L2
= 0 is equivalent to the simultaneous equations

0=c0
0(1−c0

0)−(c
1
1)

2
=−c0

0c1
0+(c

1
1)

2
=c1

0(1−c1
0)−(c

1
1)

2
=c1

1(1−2c1
0)=c1

1(1−2c0
0).

It follows that ψ̃2(L)= L2 if and only if L = 0, ρ0(0, 0), ρ1(0, 0), ρ±(0, 0). How-
ever, the virtual augmentation satisfies ε̃(0)= 0, while ε̃(ρ0(0, 0))= ε̃(ρ1(0, 0))=
ε̃(ρ±(0, 0)) = 1. Finally, ρ0(0, 0), ρ1(0, 0) are invertible, being classes of ordi-
nary line bundles on the untwisted sector P(1, 2), while a calculation shows that
ρ±(0, 0)−1

= ρ±
(
−

1
2 ,∓

1
2

)
.

Therefore, by Proposition 6.26, P1 is the union of images of the maps ρ0, ρ1,
and ρ±. It is easy to see that these images are disjoint. Furthermore, K is spanned
by P1, since {ρ0(0, 0), ρ0(1, 0), ρ1(0, 0), ρ±(0, 1)} is a Q-basis. Also, equations
(7.53)–(7.55) follow from (7.46)–(7.52).

We will now write out a detailed proof of (7.51) to give the reader a feel for the
calculation, noting that the proofs for (7.46)–(7.52) are similar. We first show that
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(7.51) holds when α = α′ = β = β ′ = 0, since

(ρ±(0, 0))2 =
( 1

2(χ
0
0 +χ

1
0 ±χ

0
1 )
)2

=
1
4

(
(χ0

0 )
2
+ (χ1

0 )
2
+ (χ0

1 )
2
+ 2χ0

0χ
1
0 ± 2χ0

0χ
0
1 ± 2χ1

0χ
0
1
)

=
1
4

(
χ0

0 +χ
2
0 + (χ

0
0 − 2χ−1

0 +χ
−2
0 )+ 2χ1

0 ± 2χ0
1 ± 2χ1

1
)

=
1
4

(
χ0

0 +χ
2
0 + (χ

0
0 +χ

2
0 − 2χ1

0 )+ 2χ1
0 ± 2χ0

1 ± 2χ1
1
)

=
1
2(χ

0
0 +χ

2
0 ± (χ

0
1 +χ

1
1 ))

= χ0
0 +

1
210±

1
211

= ρ0
( 1

2 ,±
1
2

)
,

where the third equality follows from Theorem 7.23 while the fourth is from the
relations

χ−1
0 = χ

0
0 +χ

1
0 −χ

2
0 and χ−2

0 = 2χ0
0 −χ

2
0 . (7.56)

Now, (7.51) follows for all α, β, α′, and β ′, since

ρ±(α, β)ρ±(α
′, β ′)

= (ρ±(0, 0)+ f (α, β))(ρ±(0, 0)+ f (α′, β ′))

= ρ±(0, 0)ρ±(0, 0)+ ( f (α, β)+ f (α′, β ′))ρ±(0, 0)+ f (α, β) f (α′, β ′)

= ρ±
( 1

2 ,±
1
2

)
+ f (α+α′, β +β ′)ρ±(0, 0)

= ρ±
( 1

2 ,±
1
2

)
+ f (α+α′, β +β ′)ε̃(ρ±(0, 0))

= ρ±
( 1

2 ,±
1
2

)
+ f (α+α′, β +β ′)= ρ±

(
α+α′+ 1

2 , β +β
′
±

1
2

)
.

Here, the third equality follows from the fact that J 2
= 0 in Lemma 7.28(2), from

(7.51) when α = β = α′ = β ′ = 0, and from the definition of f . The fourth equality
is from (7.30), the fifth is from Proposition 7.36, and the sixth is from the definition
of ρ±. This finishes the proof of (7.51).

Finally, we write details of the proof that ρ0(α, β)
†
= ρ−1

0 (α, β). The proof of
the analogous statements for ρ1(α, β), ρ±(α, β), and, hence, for all elements in P1

is similar. The definition of the inertial dual, together with the fact that S0 = 0
and S1 = χ

1
1 , yields the following identities for all a, b ∈ Z:

(χa
0 )

†
= χ−a

0 and (χb
1 )

†
=−χ−b−1

1 . (7.57)

It follows that

ρ0(α, β)
†
= (χ0

0 )
†
+α(10)

†
+β(11)

†

= (χ0
0 )

†
+α((χ2

0 )
†
− (χ0

0 )
†)+β((χ0

1 )
†
+ (χ1

1 )
†)

= χ0
0 +α(χ

−2
0 −χ

0
0 )−β(χ

−1
1 +χ

−2
1 )
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= χ0
0 +α((2χ

0
0 −χ

2
0 )−χ

0
0 )−β(χ

0
1 +χ

1
1 )

= χ0
0 −α10−β11

= ρ0(−α,−β)= ρ0(α, β)
−1,

where the third equality follows from (7.57), the fourth from (7.56), and the last
from (7.53). �

A direct calculation yields the following:

Proposition 7.58. The inertial first Chern class for virtual K-theory is a homomor-
phism of groups c̃1

: P1→ A{1}(I P(1, 2))Q, where

c̃1(ρ0(α, β))= 2αc1
0+ 2βc0

1,

c̃1(ρ1(α, β))= (2α+ 1)c1
0+ 2βc0

1,

c̃1(ρ±(α, β))=
(
2α+ 1

2

)
c1

0+
(
2β ± 1

2

)
c0

1.

The virtual K-theory ring has a simple form in terms of these λ-line elements.

Proposition 7.59. Let
(
K (I P(1, 2))Q, ?, 1 :=χ0

0

)
be the virtual K-theory ring. We

have two isomorphisms of Q-algebras (and ψ-rings)

8± :
Q[σ, τ ]

〈(τ−1)(τ 2−1), (σ−1)(σ 2−1), (σ−τ)(τ−1)〉
→ K (I P(1, 2))Q, (7.60)

where8±(σ ) :=ρ1(0, 0)=χ1
0 and8±(τ ) :=ρ±(0, 0)= 1

2(χ
0
0+χ

1
0±χ

0
1 ). Here, the

ψ-ring structure of the domain of8± is given byψ l(σ±1)=σ±l andψ l(τ±1)= τ±l

for all l ≥ 1. Similarly, we have two isomorphisms of graded Q-algebras

9± :
Q[µ, ν]

〈µ, ν〉2
→ A∗(I P(1, 2))Q, (7.61)

where µ, ν ∈ A{1}(I P(1, 2))Q with 9±(ν) := c̃1(ρ±(0, 0)) = 1
2(c

1
0 ± c0

1) and
9±(µ) := c̃1(ρ1(0, 0)) = c1

0. Under the identifications 8± and 9±, the iner-
tial Chern character C̃h : K (I P(1, 2))→ A∗(I P(1, 2))Q corresponds to the map
σ 7→ exp(µ)= 1+µ and τ 7→ exp(ν)= 1+ ν.

Proof. Since (χ1
0 )

2
=χ2

0 , χ0
0 = 1 and ρ±(0, 0)2= 1

2((χ
0
0+χ

2
0 )±(χ

0
1+χ

1
1 )), the set

{χ0
0 , χ

1
0 , χ

2
0 , ρ+(0, 0), ρ+(0, 0)2} is a basis for the Q-vector space K (I P(1, 2))Q.

Thus, K (I P(1, 2))Q is generated as a Q-algebra by χ1
0 and ρ+(0, 0). A calculation

shows that the following three polynomials are zero:

(χ1
0 − 1)((χ1

0 )
2
− 1)= (ρ+(0, 0)− 1)(ρ+(0, 0)2− 1)

= (χ1
0 − ρ+(0, 0))(ρ+(0, 0)− 1)= 0.

A dimension count shows that these are the only relations. Therefore, 8+ is an
isomorphism of Q-algebras. The previous analysis holds verbatim if ρ+(0, 0) is
replaced by ρ−(0, 0) everywhere.
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A similar analysis holds for the Chow theory. �

Remark 7.62. The presentation in the previous proposition yields an exotic inte-
gral structure in virtual K-theory and Chow theory, as we now explain.

Consider the subring K (I P(1, 2)) (not sub-Q-algebra) of K (I P(1, 2))Q gener-
ated by {ρ1(0, 0), ρ+(0, 0) }. Under the isomorphism 8+ in Proposition 7.59, the
ring K (I P(1, 2)) is isomorphic to

Z[σ, τ ]

〈(τ − 1)(τ 2− 1), (σ − 1)(σ 2− 1), (σ − τ)(τ − 1)〉

under the identification σ = ρ1(0, 0) and τ = ρ+(0, 0).
We will now show that the group P1 of λ-line elements of K (I P(1, 2)) is

equal to P1 ∩ K (I P(1, 2)). To see this, notice that, since 10 = σ 2
− 1 and

11 = 2τ 2
− σ 2
− 1,

f (α, β)= 2βτ 2
+ (α−β)σ 2

− (α+β).

Hence, ρs(α, β) belongs to K (I P(1, 2)) if and only if (α, β) belongs to

D :=
{(

p+ 1
2q, 1

2q
)
| p, q ∈ Z

}
for s = 0, 1, and ±, noting that ρ−(0, 0)= στ−1. Thus, by Proposition 7.59,

P1 ∩ K (I P(1, 2))= ρ0(D)∪ ρ1(D)∪ ρ+(D)∪ ρ−(D),

but (7.53)–(7.55) imply that P1 ∩ K (I P(1, 2)) is closed under inversion. It follows
that P1 = P1 ∩ K (I P(1, 2)).

We will now show that P1 is the subgroup generated by σ and τ . Notice that,
since σ 2

= ρ0(1, 0) and τ 2
= ρ0

( 1
2 ,

1
2

)
, the element σ 2kτ 2l

= ρ0
(
k+ 1

2 l, 1
2 l
)

belongs
to 〈σ, τ 〉 for all k, l ∈ Z, i.e., ρ0(D) ⊆ 〈σ, τ 〉. Similarly, ρ1(0, 0)ρ0(D) = ρ1(D),
ρ+(0, 0)ρ0(D)= ρ+(D), and ρ−(0, 0)ρ0(D)= ρ−(D) are all subsets of 〈σ, τ 〉. It
follows that 〈σ, τ 〉 = P1.

Consider the subring A∗(I P(1, 2)) := C̃h(K (I P(1, 2))) of the virtual Chow
ring of A∗(I P(1, 2))Q. From this we obtain (see Proposition 7.58)

A{0}(I P(1, 2))= Zc0
0 and A{1}(I P(1, 2))= {vc1

0+wc0
1 | (v,w) ∈ D}.

It follows that the first virtual Chern class c̃1
: P1→ A{1}(I P(1, 2)) is a group

isomorphism by Proposition 7.58, since, for all p, q in Z,

c̃1(σ pτ q)= pc̃1(σ )+ qc̃1(τ )=
(

p+ 1
2q
)
c1

0+
1
2qc0

1.

The virtual K-theory and virtual Chow ring of P(1, 3). We now study the virtual
K-theory and virtual Chow ring of P(1, 3). Unlike the case of P(1, 2), the formula
of [Edidin et al. 2016, Theorem 4.2.2] implies that the rational virtual K-theory
and rational virtual Chow rings of P(1, 3) differ from the orbifold K-theory and
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the orbifold Chow rings of the cotangent bundle T ∗P(1, 3), respectively. Indeed the
formula of [Edidin et al. 2016, Definition 4.0.11] shows that the class S +T ∗P(1, 3)
is not integral, so the inertial pair from the orbifold theory of T ∗P(1, 3) is Goren-
stein but not strongly Gorenstein. We will now describe the λ-positive elements
of the virtual K-theory of P(1, 3). Unlike the case of P(1, 2), we need to work
with coefficients in C, so that the set of λ-line elements generate the entire virtual
K-theory group.

Remark 7.63. For the remainder of this section, unless otherwise specified, all
products are the virtual products.

Proposition 7.64. Let
(
K (I P(1, 3))C, ?, 1 :=χ0

0 , ψ̃
)

be the virtual K-theory ring
with its virtual λ-ring structure. The set of its λ-line elements P1 spans the C-vector
space K (I P(1, 3))C. The restriction of the inertial dual P1→ P1 agrees with the
operation of taking the inverse. The space P1 consists of 27 orbits of the action of
the translation group JC, where each orbit has a unique representative1 in the set

{6i }
3
i=1 t

∐
i=1,2,3

j=1,2

Di, j t
∐

i=1,...,6
k=0,1,2

Ti,k

given by the following, where ζ3 = exp
( 2

3π i
)
, j ∈ {1, 2}, and k ∈ {0, 1, 2}:

61 = χ
0
0 , 62 = χ

1
0 , 63 = χ

2
0 ,

D1, j =
1
3χ

0
0 +

1
3χ

1
0 +

1
3χ

2
0 −

1
3ζ

j
3 χ

0
1 +

1
3χ

1
1 −

1
3ζ

2 j
3 χ0

2 +
1
3χ

1
2 ,

D2, j =
1
3χ

0
0 +

1
3χ

1
0 +

1
3χ

2
0 −

1
3χ

0
1 +

1
3ζ

j
3 χ

1
1 −

1
3χ

0
2 +

1
3ζ

2 j
3 χ1

2 ,

D3, j =
1
3χ

0
0 +

1
3χ

1
0 +

1
3χ

2
0 −

1
3ζ

2 j
3 χ0

1 +
1
3ζ

j
3 χ

1
1 −

1
3ζ

j
3 χ

0
2 +

1
3ζ

2 j
3 χ1

2 ,

T1,k =
1
3χ

0
0 +

2
3χ

2
0 +

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

0
1 +

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

0
2 ,

T2,k =
2
3χ

0
0 +

1
3χ

2
0 −

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

0
1 −

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

0
2 ,

T3,k =
2
3χ

0
0 +

1
3χ

1
0 +

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

1
1 +

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

1
2 ,

T4,k =
1
3χ

0
0 +

2
3χ

1
0 −

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

1
1 −

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

1
2 ,

T5,k =
1
3χ

1
0 +

2
3χ

2
0 +

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

0
1 +

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

1
1 +

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

0
2 +

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

1
2 ,

T6,k =
2
3χ

1
0 +

1
3χ

2
0 −

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

0
1 −

1
3ζ

k
3 χ

1
1 −

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

0
2 −

1
3ζ

2k
3 χ

1
2 .

Proof. The λ-line elements in P1 are calculated by applying the algorithm in
Remark 7.38 and by showing that these λ-line elements are invertible. The fact

1This representative need not be the same as the one defined in Corollary 7.39.
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that the elements of P1 span K (P(1, 3))C is also a calculation. We omit the details
to all of these calculations, which are straightforward but lengthy. �

Proposition 7.65. Let K (I P(1, 3))C be the virtual K-theory with its virtual λ-ring
structure. We have an isomorphism 9 : C[σ±1, τ±1, τ±1

]/I → K (I P(1, 3))C of
C-algebras with 9(σ)= 62, 9(τ)= T1,1, and 9(τ)= T1,2, where the ideal I is
generated by the following ten relations:

R1 := σ
3
− 2σ 2

+ σ − τ 2
+ ττ + τ − τ 2

+ τ − 1,

R2 := (τ − 1)(τ 2
− σ), R2 := (τ − 1)(τ 2

− σ),

R3 := (τ − 1)(σ 2
− τ), R3 := (τ − 1)(σ 2

− τ),

R4 := σ
2
− στ − στ + τ 2τ − ττ + τ 2

− τ + 1,

R4 := σ
2
− στ − στ + τ 2

+ ττ 2
− ττ − τ + 1,

R5 := (τ − 1)(στ − 1), R5 := (τ − 1)(στ − 1),

R6 := −σ
2
+ σττ + σ − τ 2

+ ττ − τ 2.

It follows that (σ − 1)(σ 3
− 1) belongs to I , which is the relation on the untwisted

sector. Furthermore, every element K (I P(1, 3))C can be uniquely presented as a
polynomial {σ, τ, τ } of degree less than or equal to 2. In particular, we have

σ−1
=−σ 2

+ σ − τ 2
+ ττ + τ − τ 2

+ τ ,

τ−1
=−στ + σ + 1, and τ−1

=−στ + σ + 1.

Proof. K (I P(1, 3))C is a 10-dimensional C-vector space. A calculation shows that
the set of all monomials in {σ, τ, τ } of degree less than or equal to 2 is a basis of this
vector space. The ten relations correspond to the ten cubic monomials in {σ, τ, τ }.
The expression for the inverses can be verified by computation. We omit the details
of these straightforward but lengthy calculations. �

Remark 7.66. Restricting 9 to Z[σ±1, τ±1, τ±1
]/I yields an exotic integral struc-

ture on the virtual K-theory K (I P(1, 3))C. The inertial Chern character homo-
morphism C̃h : K (I P(1, 3))C→ A∗(I P(1, 3))C induces an exotic integral structure
on virtual Chow theory.

The resolution of singularities of T∗P(1, n) and the HKRC. We now connect the
virtual λ-ring to the usual λ-ring structure on a crepant resolution of singularities
of the coarse moduli space of the cotangent bundle stack T∗P(1, n).

Proposition 7.67. The cotangent bundle T∗P(1, n) of P(1, n) is the quotient stack
[(X ×A1)/C×], where C× acts with weights (1, n,−(n+ 1)).
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Proof. Since dim P(1, n) = 1 the cotangent bundle stack is a line bundle. Con-
sider the quotient map π : X0

→ P(1, n) = [X0/C×]. We begin by determining
π∗T∗P(1, n) as an C×-equivariant bundle L on X0. Once we do this, we can
identify T∗P(1, n) with the quotient stack [L/C×].

The restriction map PicC×(C
2)→ PicC×(X0) = Pic(P(1, n)) is surjective, so

any C×-equivariant line bundle on X0 is determined by a character ξ of C×, so
L = X0

×A1 and C× acts on L by λ(a, b, v)= (λa, λnb, ξ(λ)v).
To find the character ξ , note that, for any algebraic group G and any G-torsor

π : P→ X , there is an exact sequence of G-equivariant vector bundles on P

0→ P ×Lie(G)→ TP→ π∗TX→ 0,

where TP is the tangent bundle to P [Edidin and Graham 2005, Lemma A.1].
Applying this fact to the C×-torsor π : X0

→ P(1, n), we obtain an exact sequence
of vector bundles

X0
×C→ TX0

→ π∗TP(1, n).

The action of C× is as follows: Since C× is abelian, the Lie algebra is the triv-
ial representation, while TX0

= X0
× C2, where C× acts on the C2 factor with

weights (1, n). Taking the determinant of this sequence shows π∗TP(1, n) is
the C×-equivariant line bundle X0

×C, where C× acts on C with weight n + 1.
Hence, π∗T∗P(1, n) is the C×-equivariant bundle X0

×C, where C× acts on C

with weight −(n+ 1). �

By Proposition 7.67, the coarse moduli space of T∗P(1, n) is the geometric
quotient

(
(C2r{0})×C

)
/C×, where C× acts by λ(a, b, v)= (λa, λnb, λ−n−1v). By

the Cox construction [Cox et al. 2011, Section 5.1], this quotient is the toric surface
associated to the simplicial fan 6n with two maximal cones σn+1,n−1 and σn,n+1.
The cone σn+1,n−1 has rays ρn−1 generated by (−n, n + 1) and ρn+1 generated
by (0, 1). The cone σn,n+1 has rays ρn+1 and ρn spanned by (1, 0). The fan is as
follows:

ρn

ρn+1

ρ
n
−1

(−n, n+ 1)

σn+1,n−1

σn,n+1

The cone σn+1,n−1 has multiplicity n + 1 and, by the method of Hirzebruch–
Jung continued fractions [Cox et al. 2011, Section 10.2], the nonsingular toric
surface determined by the fan 6′n , where σn−1,n+1 is subdivided along the rays
ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρn−2 with ρi generated by (−(i + 1), i + 2), is a toric resolution of
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singularities of X (6n):

ρn

ρn+1

ρ
n
−

1

ρ
n
−

2

ρ
0

(−n, n+ 1)
(−n+ 1, n)

(−1, 2)

· · ·

σn,n+1

By [Cox et al. 2011, Exercise 8.2.13], X (6n) is Gorenstein, so by [Cox et al. 2011,
Proposition 11.28] the resolution of singularities X (6′n)→ X (6n) is crepant.

By the Cox construction, we can realize the smooth toric variety X (6′n) as
the quotient of An+2 r Z(6′n) with coordinates (x0, . . . , xn+1) by the free action
of (C×)n with weights

(χ0, . . . , χn−1, χ0χ
2
1 · · ·χ

n
n−1, χ

−2
0 χ−3

1 · · ·χ
−(n+1)
n−1 ),

where χi is the character of (C×)n corresponding to the i-th standard basis vector
of Zn and

Z(6′n)= V
(
x2x3 · · · xn+1, x0x3 · · · xn+1, x0x1x4 · · · xn+1, . . . ,

x0 · · · xn−3xnxn+1, x0 · · · xn−1, x1x2 · · · xn
)
.

Proposition 7.68. The following isomorphisms hold, where ti = c1(χi ):

K (X (6′n))=
Z[χ0,χ

−1
0 , . . . ,χn−1,χ

−1
n−1]

〈eu(χ0), . . . ,eu(χn−1)〉2
and A∗(X (6′n))=

Z[t0, t1, . . . , tn−1]

〈t0, t1, . . . , tn−1〉2
.

Proof. The action of the torus is free, so K (X (6′n))= K(C×)n (C
n+2 r Z(6′n)) and

A∗(X (6′n))= A∗
(C×)n

(Cn+2rZ(6′n)). As in the proof of Proposition 7.13, the local-
ization exact sequence in equivariant K-theory implies that K(C×)n (C

n+2 r Z(6′n))
is a quotient of R((C×)n) = Z[χ0, χ

−1
0 , . . . , χn−1, χ

−1
n−1]. Because Z(6′n) is the

union of intersecting linear subspaces, we use an inductive argument to establish
the relations. The ideal

I =
〈
x2x3 · · · xn+1, x0x3 · · · xn+1, x0x1x4 · · · xn+1, . . . ,

x0 · · · xn−3xnxn+1, x0 · · · xn−1, x1x2 · · · xn
〉

has a primary decomposition as the intersection of the ideals of linear spaces 〈xi , x j 〉

for i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} and i + 2≤ j ≤ n+ 1. Thus Z(6′n) is the union of the linear
subspaces L i, j , where L i, j = Z(xi , x j ). Order the pairs (i, j) lexicographically and
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set Ui, j = C2 r
(⋃

(k,l)≤(i, j) Lk,l
)
, so that Cn+2 r Z(6′n)=Un−1,n+1. If j < n+ 1,

we have a localization sequence

K(C×)n

(
L i, j+1 \

( ⋃
( j,k)<(i, j+1)

L j,k

))
→ K(C×)n (Ui, j )→ K(C×)n (Ui, j+1)→ 0.

The same self-intersection argument used in the proof of Proposition 7.13 shows
that K(C×)n (Ui, j+1)= K(C×)n (Ui, j )/〈eu(Ni, j+1)〉, where Ni, j+1 is the normal bun-
dle to L i, j+1 in Cn+2. Similarly, K(C×)n (Ui+1,i+2)=K(C×)n (Ui,i+2)/〈eu(L i+1,i+2)〉.
Hence, by induction we have that

K(C×)n (Un−1,n+1)= Z[χ0, χ
−1
0 , . . . , χn−1, χ

−1
n−1]/〈{eu(Ni, j )}i, j 〉.

The K-theoretic Euler class of the bundle Ni, j can be read off from the weights of
the (C×)n action. We have

eu(Ni, j )=


(1−χ−1

i )(1−χ−1
j ) if j < n,

(1−χ−1
i )(1− (χ0χ

2
1 · · ·χ

n
n−1)

−1) if j = n,
(1−χ−1

i )(1−χ2
0χ

3
1 · · ·χ

n+1
n−1 ) if j = n+ 1.

We wish to show that the ideal b generated by these Euler classes is the same
as the ideal a= 〈eu(χ0), . . . , eu(χn−1)〉

2. If we set ei = eu(χi )= (1−χ−1
i ), then

a = 〈{ei e j }0≤i≤ j≤n−1〉. Note that the ideal 〈e1, . . . , en〉 is the ideal of Laurent
polynomials in χ0, . . . , χn that vanish at (1, 1, . . . , 1). If j < n, then eu(Ni, j ) =

ei e j ∈a. Also note that, since the expression (1−(χ0χ
2
1 · · ·χ

n
n−1)

−1) vanishes when
each χi is set to 1, it must be in the ideal generated by e1, . . . , en , so eu(Ni,n) =

(1−χ−1
i )(1− (χ0χ

2
1 · · ·χ

n
n−1)

−1) ∈ 〈e0, . . . , en〉
2
= a. Similarly, eu(Ni,n+1) ∈ a.

If i < n − 1 and j ≥ i + 1, then the generators ei e j are the Euler classes of
the bundles Ni, j . The remaining generators of a are of the form e2

i and ei ei+1.
Since the χi are units, the fact that ei e j is in b implies that, for all k > 0 and
|i − j | ≥ 2, all expressions of the form ei (1− χ−k

j ) and (1− χ−1
i )(χ k

j − 1) are
in b. We can then perform repeated eliminations with the expression for eu(Ni,n)

to show that ei (1− χ
−(i+1)
i χ

−(i+2)
i ) ∈ b for any i . A similar set of eliminations

using the expression for eu(Ni,n+1) shows that ei (1− χ
(i+2)
i χ

−(i+3)
i+1 ) ∈ b. Since

the χi are units, ei (1−χ−(i+1)
i χ−(i+2)

i+1 ) ∈ b. Hence

ei (−χ
−(i+2)(i+1)
i χ

−(i+2)2
i+1 +χ

−(i+1)(i+2)
i χ

(i+1)(i+3)
i+1 )

= χ
−(i+2)(i+1)
i χ

−(i+1)(i+3)
i+1 ei ei+1.

A similar calculation shows that e2
i ∈ b.

The calculation for Chow groups is analogous, where the Chow-theoretic Euler
class of the bundles Ni, j are
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eu(Ni, j )=


ti t j if j < n,
ti (t0+ 2t1+ · · ·+ ntn−1) if j = n,
ti (−2t0− 3t1− · · ·− (n+ 1)tn−1) if j = n+ 1. �

Theorem 7.69. Let X (6′n) be the crepant resolution of singularities of the moduli
space of T ∗P(1, n) indicated by the toric diagram above. Then for n = 2, 3 there
are isomorphisms of augmented λ-algebras over C.

K̂ (I P(1, n))C→ K (X (6′n))C,

where the augmentation completion K̂ (I P(1, n))C has the inertial λ-ring structure
described above.

Proof. We have calculated K (I P(1, 2))C and K (I P(1, 3))C, and in both cases we
obtain an Artin ring that is a quotient of a coordinate ring of a torus of rank 2
and 3, respectively. The inertial augmentation ideal corresponds to the identity in
the corresponding torus. Thus for n = 2, 3 the ring K̂ (I P(1, n))C is simply the
localization of K (I P(1, n))C at the corresponding maximal ideal. A calculation,
which we omit as it is straightforward but lengthy, shows that

K̂ (I P(1, 2))C = C[σ, σ−1, τ, τ−1
]/〈σ − 1, τ − 1〉2

K̂ (I P(1, 3))C = C[σ, σ−1, τ, τ−1, τ , τ−1
]/〈σ − 1, τ − 1, τ − 1〉2,

which are readily seen to be isomorphic as λ-rings to K (X (6′2))C and K (X (6′3))C,
respectively. �
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